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Preface 

 

This thesis presents a new theory of short-term priming termed ROUSE, standing for 

Responding Optimally with Unknown Sources of Evidence. Short-term priming refers to 

paradigms in which ‘irrelevant’ prime(s) are presented immediately prior to a target 

presentation to which a response must be given; typically the task requires a lexical 

decision or naming response (measured by response time, used when the target is above 

threshold), or identification (measured by accuracy, when the target is presented at 

threshold). Associative, orthographic/phonemic, and repetition priming are considered. 

The new theory is closely tied to the results from a new set of studies that considerably 

expand the set of conditions tested in such paradigms. We believe the results would 

appear inexplicable without the associated theory. Conversely, the theory would be hard 

to justify without reference to the results. These considerations lead us to delay 

presentation of the theory until the results of the first study are presented.  

A central theme of the thesis is the attempt to understand the effect of a prime upon 

performance. In particular, we are interested in distinguishing effects that alter the 

perceptual response to the target during and shortly after its presentation from preference 

effects that alter other aspects of the priming situation. These are subtle distinctions (e.g. 

both perceptual and preference effects can affect bias and sensitivity in signal detection 

terms); their understanding requires a review of empirical and theoretical research, as well 

as detailed analysis of our present results. Such considerations have led us to organize the 

thesis in the following way. The introduction reviews the most pertinent prior empirical 

findings and theoretical interpretations, and relates our notions of perception and 

preference to the notions of sensitivity and bias that are found in signal detection theory. 

The first study is then presented; its results are used to motivate the ROUSE theory, 

presented next. The remaining studies test various aspects of the theory and explore 

additional issues. 
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Introduction 

 

Meyer and Schvaneveldt (1971) observed that lexical decisions were made more 

quickly to pairs of associated words than to pairs of unassociated words. Meyer, 

Schvaneveldt, and Ruddy (1974) modified the task by presenting a single "prime" word 

prior to lexical decision for a "target" word. In contemporary versions of this task, a prime 

word is presented for a duration ranging from 40 ms to several seconds, and followed by a 

target word to which a response must be given. Facilitation is defined as faster or more 

accurate responses to targets preceded by related primes than preceded by unrelated 

primes. Facilitation has been observed for a number of prime-target relations, including 

but not limited to associations (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971; Evett & Humphreys, 1981; 

Marcel, 1983; McNamara, 1994; Perea & Gotor, 1997), mediated associations 

(McNamara, 1992; Mckoon & Ratcliff, 1992), semantic similarity (Perea & Gotor, 1997; 

McRae & Boisvert, 1998), orthographic similarity (Evett & Humphreys, 1981), phonemic 

similarity (Meyer, Schvaneveldt, & Ruddy, 1974), and repetitions (Evett & Humphreys, 

1981; Humphreys, Besner, & Quinlan, 1988). These effects are what we refer to as short-

term word priming. 

In a lexical decision task participants are asked to determine as quickly and accurately 

as possible whether the target string of letters is a valid word; in naming, participants 

simply pronounce the visually presented words. In both, response time is the measure of 

interest. In perceptual identification target words are presented for tens of milliseconds 

and immediately post-masked. Participants attempt to identify the briefly flashed target 
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word and accuracy is the measure of interest. In these paradigms much experimentation 

and concern has been directed to the possibility that decision strategies (such as a 

tendency to respond with a word related to a prime) may affect the results. 

A forced-choice technique to control decision strategies in a perceptual identification 

paradigm was used by Ratcliff and McKoon (1997) for long-term repetition priming (in 

this paradigm, the prime that is identical to the target is presented many trials prior to the 

test phase). In their technique two choice words (always consisting of the correct target 

word and an incorrect foil word) were presented soon after the brief flash of the target 

word. This two alternative forced choice (2-AFC) procedure proved very useful for 

separating perceptual and preferential aspects of long-term repetition priming. We have 

borrowed this technique for the sequence of short-term priming studies reported here, and 

utilize 2-AFC to study short-term associative, orthographic/phonemic, and repetition 

priming. 

Within the large research effort directed toward short-term priming (e.g. see Neely, 

1991 for a review of associative/semantic priming results), one major focus has been the 

determination of conditions leading to different amounts of facilitation (e.g. McNamara, 

1992; Mckoon & Ratcliff, 1992); many other studies have used short-term priming as a 

tool to explore various aspects of cognition. In this thesis we explore conditions producing 

both facilitation and decrements in performance, and ask how each should be interpreted. 

For example, does facilitation imply that the target words have been perceived better?  

Throughout this thesis we make a distinction between priming that produces effects 

independent of the response to target presentation (termed ‘preferential’) and priming that 

produces effects by altering the perceptual processing of targets (termed ‘perceptual’). 
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This distinction is similar to that of Masson and Borowsky (1998) in which "contextual 

information" is considered separately from prime effects resulting in "perceptual 

encoding". With traditional word recognition tasks it is difficult to determine whether 

improved performance is due to preferential or perceptual mechanisms.  

Whether explicitly or implicitly, preference factors could play a role. In lexical decision 

there could be an explicit preference to respond "word" to words related to the prime. 

Likewise in perceptual identification there could be an explicit preference to produce 

words related to the prime. Preference factors need not be explicit and might for example 

consist of an implicitly generated pre-activation for all prime related words. Preference 

effects are defined by their independence from the response of the perceptual system to the 

target flash; thus pre-activation is defined to be preferential if it does not alter the 

extraction of high or low level features in response to the target presentation. According 

to this definition, preference is any additive component of pre-activation. Of course 

interactive models of pre-activation might be invoked that would lead to better (or worse) 

processing of the target, perhaps through better processing of low level features, or more 

indirectly through increased top-down support or excitation between high level features; 

such interactive effects would be termed perceptual. 

In our studies using perceptual identification, we gain insight into preference versus 

perception by manipulating the post-trial choice words; in the critical condition, both 

choice words are equally related to the prime. If performance in this condition is higher 

than that in the condition in which neither choice word is related to the prime, we argue 

that the additional information must have been gained from the flash of the target word. In 

most experiments, we also include preference conditions in which only the target or only 
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the foil is related to the prime. These conditions allow assessment of the direction and 

magnitude of preference effects. 

 

2-AFC Testing: Preference and Perception vs. Bias and Sensitivity 

 

 Suppose that a prime is presented, followed by a brief flash of the target (e.g. 

SAUCE), followed by two choices (e.g. target: SAUCE vs. foil: TRAIN). The four 

conditions of interest are: a) neither-primed: both target and foil unrelated to the prime 

(e.g. prime = SHELF); b) both-primed: both target and foil related to the prime (e.g. 

prime = GRAVY); c) target-primed: the target is related to the prime but the foil is 

unrelated (e.g. prime = APPLE); d) foil-primed: the foil is related to the prime but the 

target is unrelated (e.g. prime = FREIGHT).  

The signal detection approach (e.g. MacMillan & Creelman, 1991) assumes that at the 

moment of decision, there are evidence values for the choices that are selections from two 

evidence distributions. Forced-choice performance (e.g. P(C)) is inversely monotonically 

related to the overlap of these evidence distributions; as such performance provides a 

measure of sensitivity with 2-AFC testing. Bias can be thought of as the placement of a 

criterion for making a response to a single probe item. In the case of 2-AFC testing it is 

typically assumed that the alternatives are directly compared and the 'better' chosen 

(though a criterion could be assumed in this case as well).  

The critical point is that sensitivity and bias are defined in terms of the evidence 

distributions accumulated over the whole task. Perceptual and preference factors, 

however, are defined in terms of task components; changes in evidence distributions or 
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criteria that are separate from evidence arising from the flash of the target itself are termed 

preferential, whereas changes in evidence accumulation when the target is processed are 

termed perceptual.  

To illustrate the difference suppose that priming of both choices increases the evidence 

equally for target and foil, and has no other effect. We would consider this to be a 

preference effect. In signal detection terms both evidence distributions would shift 

upward, but the overlap would not change and performance (i.e. sensitivity) would not 

change. Additionally suppose that along with the increases in evidence, priming increases 

the variability of both the target and foil evidence distributions. We would still regard this 

to be a preference effect (i.e. no selective advantage for the target). Yet the increase in 

variability would increase the overlap between the distributions and reduce performance 

(i.e. sensitivity). Note that in cases where both choices are primed and the effect of 

priming equally changes target and foil distributions, it is certain that any difference from 

baseline is preferential; if priming enhanced or harmed target processing, there would be a 

selective effect upon the target evidence distribution. These ideas echo those of Norris 

(1995) and Masson and Borowsky (1998), who argue against equating changes in 

sensitivity with changes in perception.  

Similar arguments can be used to describe the evidence distributions in the preference 

conditions, in which only the target or only the foil is primed. Importantly, priming the foil 

(i.e. a comparison of foil-primed to neither primed or both-primed to target-primed) can 

only produce a preferential effect, since until the choices appear the two conditions are 

identical.  

It is not easy to find studies in the literature that distinguish preference from 
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perception. The great majority of short-term priming studies use lexical decision or 

naming, and obtain response time measures; these studies neither lend themselves to 

analyses in terms of signal detection nor unambigously allow the separation of preference 

from perception. However, some perceptual identification studies with same/different 

responses to a single choice word used primed foil words and can be interpreted in terms 

of preference and perception: Johnston and Hale (1984) used a same/different procedure 

to study short-term repetition priming. For comparison, they used a baseline condition that 

contained no prime word. In a follow up study, Hochaus and Johnston (1996) repeated 

the experiment with a neutral prime word baseline and obtained similar results. In both 

sets of experiments an analysis with repetition primed targets providing hits and repetition 

primed foils providing false alarms yielded reduced sensitivity as compared to the 

unprimed situation. In addition there was a bias in favor of repeated words. However, the 

sensitivity drop could be due to a decrease in perceptual encoding of targets, or to an 

increase in variability of preferences, or both.  

Masson and Borowsky (1998, Experiments 2 and 3) used a same/different 

perceptual identification task to examine associative priming. In their studies, the same 

(targets) and different (foils) choices presented after the target flash were equally related 

to the prime. They found a (modest) increase in sensitivity caused by related primes, and 

no change in bias. Interestingly, these results held for both word primes and picture 

primes, even though the target presentation and the subsequent choice were words in both 

cases. This increase in sensitivity can be interpreted unambiguously as an improvement in 

target perception (certain of the studies presented in this thesis will provide a replication 

of these results as well as Johnston’s results and place them in a larger context). Masson 
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and Borowsky predicted the sensitivity increase with an attractor model of priming 

(Masson, 1991; Masson, 1995). The theory does not assume enhanced perceptual 

encoding at an early stage of encoding; however, as encoding continues, prime and target 

presentations interact in a manner consistent with our definition of a perceptual factor.  

 

Experiment 1: Repetition and Associative Priming 

 

Repetition and orthographic/phonemic priming occasionally reveals deficits 

(Hochaus & Johnston, 1996; O’Seaghdha & Marin, 1997; Lukatela & Turvey, 1996; 

Dominguez & de Vega, 1997; Humpreys, Besner, & Quinlan, 1988; Lupker & Colombo, 

1994) but associative priming universally seems to produce facilitation, even when 

preference factors are controlled (Masson & Borowsky, 1998). We contrast repetition and 

associative priming in Experiment 1, in a paradigm using perceptual identification and 

including for each type of priming relation the four 2-AFC conditions: neither-primed, 

both-primed, target-primed, and foil-primed. In order to provide a both-primed condition 

with repetition priming, two primes are necessary and two primes were therefore 

presented on every trial in all conditions. In two additional conditions, both choice words 

were primed in mixed fashion: In one, the target was a repetition of one prime and the foil 

an associate of the other prime; in the other, the target was an associate of one prime and 

the foil a repetition of the other prime. Two versions of this study were run on separate 

participants, one in which participants actively processed the prime words and another in 

which participants passively viewed the prime words. The task for active priming required 

participants to determine whether the two prime words matched in term of their animacy.  
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Participants 

There were 55 participants in the passive priming condition and 52 in the active 

priming condition. All participants in all experiments were native English speaking Indiana 

University undergraduates receiving introductory psychology course credit. 

 

Materials 

The word association norms of Nelson, McEvoy, and Schreiber (1994) were used to 

construct the stimulus set. These norms are based on one associative response to a prime 

word by each participant. As much as possible, high natural language frequency words 

were used (Kucera & Francis, 1967). 120 prime-associate pairs were used with average 

association strength of .378. Prime and associate words were 3 to 5 letters in length and 

could be of different lengths. All prime words could be judged as animate or inanimate 

(i.e. they could serve as reasonably concrete nouns). The target and foil words were drawn 

from the same pool of associates for all conditions, but a separate pool of words, also 3 to 

5 letters in length, served as the primes for the neither-primed condition and as the 

unrelated primes in the target-primed and foil-primed conditions. A different pool of 4 and 

5 letter words was used for the practice sessions and the threshold determination block of 

trials. 

Randomly generated character shaped pattern masks were used to avoid pattern mask 

habituation. These were created by randomly selecting a position for a vertical bar within 

the width of a character. Then two randomly determined vertical positions were chosen on 

each side of the character width. These were connected to each other and to the top or 
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bottom of the vertical bar by separate line segments. The resulting appearance was a 

butterfly shape tilted to the right or the left (see Figure 1 for examples of the pattern 

masks). All words were displayed in capitalized, Times Roman 22-point font. 

 

Equipment 

Stimulus materials were displayed on PC monitors with presentation times 

synchronized to the vertical refresh. The refresh rates was 120Hz providing display 

increments of 8.33ms. In order to avoid phosphor decay, stimuli were displayed as black 

against a grey background. Subject booths were enclosed and the lighting dim to avoid 

eyestrain. The resulting visual contrast was close to 100%. Chin rests were used to control 

monitor distance. Monitor distance and font size were chosen such that target words 

encompassed less than 3 degrees of horizontal visual angle. All responses were collected 

through response boxes with 4 keys. 

 

Procedure 

Besides the neither-primed condition, the 8 priming conditions were: both repetition 

primed; target repetition primed; foil repetition primed; both associatively primed; target 

associatively primed; foil associatively primed; target repetition primed and foil 

associatively primed; and target associatively primed and foil repetition primed. These 

conditions are illustrated with examples using particular words in Table 1. Each participant 

received 12 trials on each primed condition and 24 trials on the neither-primed condition 

scattered across 120 experimental trials. 
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Refer to Figure 1 for the sequence of events on each experimental trial. Figure 1 is 

intended as a general guideline for the sequence of events within a trial as occurred in 

most of the experiments. The portion of Figure 1 within the dashed box only appeared for 

the active priming group. Each presentation sequence for perceptual identification 

consisted of: a fixation point for 500 ms (not shown in Figure 1); a blank screen for 500 

ms (not shown in Figure 1); two prime words until response (only for active priming); two 

prime words for 500ms; a briefly flashed target word (of a duration determined 

individually for each participant); a pattern mask of duration such that the total duration of 

target plus mask was 500 ms; and a final display of two choice words (for 2-AFC). Setting 

the total target plus mask time to 500 ms equated the duration from onset of the target 

word (as well as offset of the prime word) until presentation of the choice words. In order 

to reduce word length effects, words with fewer than the maximum number of letters (5 

letters being the maximum in Experiment 1) were flanked on either side by pattern mask 

characters. Although prime and associate could be of differing lengths, the target and foil 

always contained the same number of letters on a given trial as did the two prime words. 

The two primes appeared above and below the center position with slightly less than 3 

degrees visual angle separating them. The 2-AFC words appeared to the left and right of 

the center position separated by two degrees of visual angle. These choice words remained 

onscreen until participants responded. Participants were instructed that one of the choices 

would always be the flashed target word. Following their response, feedback was given 

before moving to the next trial. 

Choice words were randomly assigned to priming condition and randomly assigned as 

targets or foils. Associate length and animate versus inanimate prime, were equally 
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assigned to the 9 different conditions. Left/right target position was counterbalanced 

across trials randomly. If only one of the two prime words was related to the choice words 

(i.e. target-primed or foil-primed), its top/down position was counterbalanced across trials 

randomly. For the both-primed conditions, the positions of the target related and foil 

related primes were similarly counterbalanced. Presentation order of the conditions was 

counterbalanced randomly. The conditions and number of trials per condition were such 

that a prime related choice word was equally likely to be target or foil. It was hoped that 

this would reduce any “explicit” strategy for choosing for or against prime related words. 

With the exception of the active priming versus passive priming manipulation, all variables 

were within subject. To avoid contamination from long-term repetition priming, a given 

word appeared only once within the experiment. 

Participants received 16 trials of practice on perceptual identification. In the active 

priming condition, perceptual identification practice was preceded by 16 trials of practice 

on the animacy matching task in isolation; all subsequent trials included both animacy 

matching and perceptual identification. For the animacy matching task, participants were 

instructed to press a key labeled "match" if the two prime words matched in animacy and 

otherwise press a key labeled "mismatch". During practice, they immediately received 

feedback on their animacy judgments. Thereafter, every eighth trial they received 

cumulative feedback for the last 8 trials. Following their animacy decision, prime word(s) 

remained on the screen for an additional 500ms before being replaced by the flash of the 

target word (see Figure 1). This was done so participants would not miss the target flash 

while responding to the prime word(s). As compared to the display for animacy matching, 

the prime words switched locations and were displayed in bold face, during this 500ms. In 
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the passive priming condition, prime words appeared in bold face for 500ms (hence the 

500ms prior to target presentation where identical in both conditions). For passive 

priming, participants were instructed that prime words were a warning to prepare for the 

flash of the target word. 

Following initial practice trials, participants were presented with a block of 72 

perceptual identification trials. The purpose of this block was to find the duration of target 

flash at which performance was 75%. Appropriate durations averaged about 50 ms, 

although there were large individual differences, with times ranging from 25ms to 117ms. 

A staircase method was used to find the appropriate target duration during this threshold 

determination block. Participants were fully informed about the procedure. The words for 

the threshold determination block and practice trials were randomly selected (i.e. neither-

primed). Prime relatedness was not introduced until the experimental trials. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 1 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figure 2 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
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Results 

A Note on Analyses 

      One source of evidence concerning possible effects of priming upon target perception 

is obtained from subtraction of neither-primed P(C) from both-primed P(C), assessed 

statistically by an appropriate t-test. Improved performance in the both-primed condition 

provides evidence of a perceptual enhancement. The idea is that preference effects are 

equated if both choices are primed, and that priming might increase variability of evidence 

but would be unlikely to decrease variability. An increase in performance therefore 

provides relatively unambiguous evidence for a beneficial effect of priming upon target 

perception. If a deficit is observed it is evidence for the existence of increased variability 

with priming (preferential variability) and/or perceptual inhibition; such a result leaves 

open the possibility that perceptual enhancement exists, as long as the (negative) effect of 

preferential variability is large enough to overcome the perceptual enhancement.  

A comparison of neither-primed (a) to foil-primed (d) involves equal effects upon 

target perception, since in both cases the prime is unrelated to the target (i.e. in both cases 

the displays are identical up until the 2-AFC). Therefore the difference between 

performance in these conditions is as indicator of preference effects. Similarly the 

comparison of target primed (c) to both primed (b) involves equal effects upon target 

perception since in both cases the prime is related to the target. Therefore the difference 

between these is again an indicator of preference effects. One of our analyses combines 

these as (a-d) + (c-b) and tests the result with an appropriate F test. It should be noted 

that a positive result of this test indicates the presence of preference effects, but the failure 

of the test does not disprove preference since preference and preferential variability can 
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potentially counteract one another. For example, if there’s a slight preference against a 

primed foil, the corresponding increase in performance can be offset by the decrease in 

performance associated with increased variability.  

A final analysis assesses whether the preference is in favor of or against prime related 

words (i.e. the direction of preference): The foil-primed P(C) is subtracted from the 

target-primed P(C), and an appropriate t-test used to carry out statistical analysis. 

Although this difference includes any perceptual effects of target priming, it will be useful 

in combination with the first two tests, and particularly in comparisons of the active and 

passive priming conditions. 

 

Passive Priming Results  

The upper panel of Figure 2 and the passive probability correct column of Table 1 

show the accuracy results for the various conditions. (The predictions shown in Figure 2 

will be discussed in the next section of this thesis.) There was a difference between 

repetition priming and associative priming, F(1,54) = 6.89, p<.025 that interacted with the 

four priming conditions, F(3,52) = 7.39, p<.001. This difference reflects the fact that there 

was a deficit in the both-primed condition for repetition priming only. In addition, 

participants tended to choose the related choice word, whether the relation was 

associative or repetition, although this effect was larger for repetitions. 

For repetition priming, preferential variability or a perceptual deficit or both was a 

factor: Performance in the both-primed condition was worse than the target-primed 

condition, t(54) = 2.92, p<.005. In addition there was a large overall preference effect, 
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F(1,54) = 43.18, p <.001; this consisted of a preference to choose the word that repeated 

a prime, t(54) = 6.0, p<.001.  

For associative priming, performance in the both-primed condition was not different 

than the target-primed condition, t(54) = .97, p = .34. There was an overall preference 

effect, F(1,54) = 7.73, p <.01, to choose the word that was an associate of the prime, 

t(54) = 6.0, p<.001. 

When the target was repetition-primed and the foil associatively-primed, performance 

was higher than the when the foil was repetition-primed and the target was associatively-

primed, t(54) = 3.16, p<.0025. In other words participants tended to choose the repeated 

word even if the alternative word was associatively primed. 

 

Active Priming Results  

Participants took an average of 3173 ms with a P(C) of .732 in the animacy matching 

task, suggesting this was a difficult task involving considerable processing of the primes.  

The lower panel of Figure 2 and the active probability correct column of Table 1 show 

the accuracy results for the various conditions. There were differences between associative 

and repetition priming, F(1,51) = 19.95, p<.001, that interacted with the four basic 

priming conditions, F(3,49) = 10.99, p<.001. The difference was due to a deficit in both-

primed performance (i.e. preferential variability or perceptual deficit), and a difference 

between the target-primed and foil-primed conditions, each of which only occurred for 

repetition priming. Surprisingly, participants tended to choose the choice word that was 

not a repetition of a prime. Thus the direction of preference was opposite to that seen 

with passive priming 
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Within repetition priming conditions, performance in the both-primed condition was 

worse than the neither-primed condition, t(51) = 4.62, p<.001, suggesting preferential 

variability outweighed any improvement in target perception caused by prime repetition. 

Although there was no preference effect according to the combined measure, F(1,51) = 

2.41, p = .13, the individual comparison of the both-primed condition to the target-primed 

condition, t(51) = 2.97, p<.0025, revealed evidence of a preference effect. In addition the 

comparison of target-primed to foil-primed shows that the preference was against 

repeated words (target-primed lower than foil-primed, t(51) = 2.14, p<.025). Within the 

associative priming conditions, there were no differences across the four basic conditions, 

F(3,51) = 1.04, p = .39. 

When the target was repetition-primed and the foil associatively-primed, performance 

was lower than when the foil was repetition-primed and target associatively-primed, 

although this difference did not reach significance, t(51) = .98, p = .17. In other words 

there may have been a slight preference to choose the non-repeated word even if that 

word had been associatively primed. 

 

Discussion 

The first noteworthy result is found in the repetition condition, for both active and 

passive prime processing: There was a substantial deficit in the both-primed condition 

compared with the neither-primed condition. There are two obvious hypotheses, either or 

both of which could be true: 1) the primes produce a deficit in perceptual processing of 

the target; 2) the increase in variability of evidence induced by the prime (i.e. preferential 

variability) outweighs any improvement in perceptual processing of the target (if there is 
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any such gain). The ROUSE model presented in the nest section largely explains the 

results in terms of explanation 2. 

The second noteworthy result is the switch from a preference for repeated words with 

passive priming to a preference against repeated words with active priming. Using 

traditional priming tasks, which presumably include both preferential and perceptual 

effects, decreased performance with orthographic/phonemic priming is occasionally 

observed (O’Seaghdha & Marin, 1997; Lukatela & Turvey, 1996; Dominguez & de Vega, 

1997; Lupker & Colombo, 1994). Presumably, whatever is responsible for these deficits 

should apply at least as strongly to the case of repetition priming. Typical explanations for 

these deficits appeal to lexical suppression (e.g. Lupker & Colombo, 1994) or 

phonological competition (e.g. O’Seaghdha & Marin, 1997). The ROUSE theory provides 

a unique perspective on these occasionally observed deficits by proposing they are the 

product of a preference against prime related words. The theory predicts negative 

preference to be somewhat unreliable and only elicited in circumstances prompting 

particpants to more fully (i.e. actively) process the primes. In situations where primes are 

processed to a lesser degree (i.e. passively), the more commonly observed faciliation with 

priming will result. 

Repetition priming is rarely studied, except with sub threshold prime presentations, 

due to concerns of strategic responding. However, within a Rapid Serial Visual 

Presentation (RSVP) sequence of words, the effect of presenting a word upon its later re-

presentation has been studied. This paradigm led to the observation known as ‘repetition 

blindness’ (Kanwisher, 1996). In a typical repetition blindness experiment, participants fail 

to notice the second presentation of a word. Sometimes cited as an example of repetition 
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blindness, Johnston and Hale (1984) and Hochaus and Johnston (1996) also found 

repetition deficits. These experiments are unique in that, similar to our Experiment 1, 

preference factors were controlled. In these studies participants were not required to 

respond to the prime word, analogous to our passive priming condition. These studies also 

found a bias in favor of repeated words (similar to our passive priming results). Any 

simple interpretation of such bias, however, must explain the reversal of this tendency in 

our active priming condition. 

Unlike the results of Masson and Borowsky (1998) we do not find an associative 

enhancement when preference factors are controlled. However, associative effects in our 

studies might be weakened by the use of two primes, a hypothesis shown to be correct in 

later experiments. More generally, our repetition and associative priming results provide 

strong evidence that priming produces preference effects, but no direct evidence that 

priming produces perceptual changes in target processing. Thus the ROUSE model 

presented in the next section is a model of preference effects. 

With passive priming, the tendency to choose prime related words occurs in 

associative priming as well as repetition priming (i.e. a positive preference). With active 

priming, this tendency is reversed for repetition priming. Yet for both active and passive 

priming there is a deficit in the both repetition primed condition. This pattern of results 

presents a complex set of interactions that seems at first glance to defy simple explanation. 

We shall see next that this assessment is incorrect, because a rather simple Bayesian model 

of decision making for this task provides a coherent account of the pattern of results. The 

theory accounts for the data assuming only preferential factors are involved in priming. 
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Responding Optimally with Unknown Sources of Evidence (ROUSE) 

 

Our theory supposes preference effects occur because some features of the prime are 

carried over and confused with features extracted at the time of the flashed target. A 

choice word containing such features thereby tends to be favored. One can perhaps think 

of this activation of choice word features as a kind of pre-activation. However, unlike the 

pre-activation in spreading activation theories (Collins & Loftus, 1975; Anderson, 1983), 

we assume pre-activation only applies to shared features between prime and choice word 

and as such only part of the representation might be affected (to the degree that features 

are shared). This pre-activation does not affect the process of target activation and is 

therefore preferential in nature. To be more precise, the theory holds that the primes, the 

flash of the target, and general visual noise are all independent sources of feature 

activation. A preference for prime related words arises due to a failure to distinguish the 

various sources of activation (see Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993 for a review of 

source monitoring phenomena).  

We shall see that the variability in activation of choice-word features by the primes is 

the basis for the deficits observed in the both-primed repetition conditions. In addition, we 

shall see that slight inaccuracies in the attempt to take into account the uncertainty in the 

origin of activated features leads to the different directions of preference effects: 

Responding with prime related words in passive conditions and the opposite in active 
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conditions. We call the proposed theory Responding Optimally with Unknown Sources of 

Evidence, or ROUSE for short.  

In the present task the participant must choose between two words. Let us assume that 

a vector of feature values represents each word. We used a vector of length 20 in our 

simulations (though Figure 3 uses 10 features to reduce clutter). Assume further that each 

feature is binary, either being ON or OFF. At the start of a trial all features are OFF. The 

features are turned ON by three sources of evidence (see Figure 3)1:  

1)  The target flash. With probability β, each feature in either choice that is in the 

target is activated (β depends on flash duration). 

2)  Visual noise. With probability γ any feature in either choice word is turned on. 

3)  The primes. With probability α any feature that is shared between a prime and 

either choice word is turned on2.  

Similarity: In some conditions two words are allowed or assumed to share some but 

not all features. When this is the case, the probability that a feature in one of the 

words will be identical to the corresponding feature in the other word is a 

parameter, ρ. For example, in Experiment 1 we assume that the associative priming 

conditions involves partial feature sharing between primes and primed choices, and 

therefore let ρ be the probability that a feature of an associatively primed choice 

word is shared with the prime. For simplicity we assume that unrelated words 

share no features (ρ = 0), and repetitions share all features (ρ = 1). Associative and 

similarity relations involve some proportion of shared features that must be 

estimated in order to apply the model. It should be emphasized that the participant 

need not pay heed to the value of ρ. Since the prime words and choice words are 
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all known on a given trial, we assume that it is clear to the participant which 

features overlap and which do not. 

Note: We assume a feature common to the two choice words is ignored in the 

decision process. This assumption follows from the math if shared features exist in 

the same state for both choices (i.e. both ON or both OFF).  

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figure 3 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Each of the three activation probabilities (α, β, and γ) represent the joint probability 

that the source has turned on a feature and that the feature has remained on until the time 

of the decision process. Because the features produced by prime activation will eventually 

decay with time or intervening events, they will cease to cause confusions. ROUSE is a 

model of short-term priming in that priming arises through activation and is therefore not 

expected to exist over extended durations. 

Source confusion naturally leads to a preference for prime related words. In the 

decision process we suppose participants attempt to remove the irrelevant prime activation 

and that the extent of this removal leads to the various preference results. At the time of 

decision the features that are turned ON and OFF in each choice word are assessed and an 

optimal decision realized by calculating the likelihood ratio for each choice word. The 

word with the larger likelihood ratio is chosen. The calculations require appropriate 

estimates of the three activation parameters (the parameter ρ does not require such an 

estimate). We assume to start with that the estimates of β and γ are accurate. (If we let the 

estimates of β and γ differ somewhat from their true values, overall performance changes, 
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but the qualitative pattern of predictions across the priming conditions does not change 

significantly). Most important, we assume that the estimate of prime feature activation 

(labeled α’) is sometimes too low (α’ < α in the passive prime condition), and sometimes 

too high (α’ >  α in the active prime condition).  

This close-to-optimal Bayesian decision process discounts the force of evidence from 

features that are ON but also known to exist in the primes; such discounting is appropriate 

since the primes rather than the target might have been the source of activation. By way of 

example, suppose that the features are letters, that a T is perceived in the first letter 

position, that the choice words are TOWN and SEAM, and that neither prime word has a 

T in first position. The perceived T provides good evidence that the flashed word was 

TOWN since the T could only have come from the flash or visual noise. On the other hand 

suppose that one prime began with a T; in this case the perceived T could have come from 

the prime so the evidence in favor of the choice TOWN should be somewhat mistrusted. 

In principle, such discounting would apply only to choice features that the participant 

knows are also present in the primes; in the present task the primes are presented well 

above threshold, even in the passive priming condition, so we assume that it is known 

which choice word features are also in the primes. (Below, we discuss similar notions of 

discounting that have been proposed for priming within the social cognition field).   

The appropriate level of evidence follows from a Bayesian calculation. The odds for 

the target over the foil is given in Equation 1 (A refers to the target word and B refers to 

the foil word). Assuming equal priors, as appropriate for our experimental design, the 

normative decision is to choose the target A if the odds is greater than one, and to choose 
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the foil B if the odds is less than one. If the odds is exactly equal to one, the target is 

chosen with probability .5. 

 
foil is A  target,is Bpattern activation BA,
foil is  B target,is Apattern activation BA,
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In an optimal treatment of feature activation, an active feature provides evidence in 

favor of a choice word as target, but an inactive feature provides evidence against a choice 

word as target. Since both active and inactive features provide useful evidence, all features 

in both choice words contribute to the likelihood calculation, excepting only features that 

are common to both choices.  Assuming each feature yields an independent source of 

evidence and breaking Equation 1 into two separate products for the features of each 

choice word leads to: 
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In Equation 2, V(Ai) represents the value of the i-th feature of A, and takes on one of two 

values, which denote the ON and OFF states of activation; similarly for V(Bi). The 

product in the numerator is termed the likelihood ratio for the target word, and is based on 

evidence coming from the N features of the target A; the product in the denominator is 

termed the likelihood ratio for the foil word, and is based on evidence coming from the N 

features of the foil B. Thus the choice of A if the odds in Equation 1 is greater than one is 

equivalent to the choice of A if its likelihood ratio in Equation 2 is greater than that for B.  

There are only four possible evidence ratios that could appear in the product terms 

found in Equation 2. These are shown in Figure 4, depending upon whether a feature is 
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ON or OFF and whether a feature is known to have appeared in the prime(s) (i.e. whether 

a prime is a potential source of activation). For instance consider an OFF feature that did 

not appear in the prime(s). Assuming that the feature is part of the target, the target flash 

and/or noise could have been a source of activation. Since the feature is OFF, both of 

these sources must have failed so the probability is (1-γ)(1-β). Assuming that the feature is 

not part of the target, only noise is a potential source of activation, so the feature is OFF 

with probability (1-γ). This leads to the ratio seen in the upper left cell of Figure 4 (which 

is equal to 1-β). A related calculation produces the same result, 1-β, in the lower left cell 

of Figure 4. In other words, prime and noise activation are irrelevant to the evidence 

provided by OFF features; only target activation matters. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figure 4 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

The lower right cell in Figure 4 gives the evidence for an ON feature that appeared in 

the prime(s); such a feature is termed ‘discounted’ because its evidence ratio is less (i.e. 

closer to one) than if it had not appeared in the prime(s) (the term in the upper right cell). 

It is the estimate of prime activation, α’, that will determine the level of discounting.  

The relative size of prime activation, α, compared to the estimate of prime activation, 

α’, produces the direction of the preference: e.g. whether the target-primed condition is 

better than the foil-primed condition. If participants are optimal (i.e. α’ =α) and the 

number of diagnostic features turned on by each of the sources of activation is sufficiently 

large, feature evidence from primes will be discounted properly, and there will not be a 

positive or negative tendency to choose a word related to the prime. (Note however, that 
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the overall performance of these preference conditions taken together is still predicted to 

be lower than performance in the neither-primed conditions, because variability will exist 

in the number of prime-activated features; see the explanation in the second paragraph 

below). 

 If participants are conservative and overestimate the effect of the prime (i.e. α’ > α), 

and if the number of diagnostic features turned on by each of the sources of activation is 

sufficiently large, words that are not related to the prime(s) will tend to be chosen. As we 

shall see, such a situation is what we assume exists with active priming. If participants are 

less aware of the prime(s) as a potential source of activation, they may underestimate the 

effect of the prime (i.e. α’  < α). If so, they will tend to chose prime related words. This is 

the situation we assume holds with passive priming. A pictorial explication of these 

arguments concerning preference effects is given in the section below headed ‘ROUSE 

and Discounting’. 

Next consider predicted performance in the both-primed conditions. On average the 

number of ON features that are shared with the primes will be the same for the two choice 

words (i.e. preference is controlled). However, there will be variability in these numbers, 

so that sometimes one and sometimes the other choice word will be favored, purely by 

chance. This chance process adds noise to the decision, decreasing predicted performance 

compared with the neither-primed condition. The size of this variability effect will depend 

on the values of α and ρ, with increasing variability for larger values of either parameter. 

This means the deficit will be largest for repetition priming, for which all features are 

shared. 
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This effect of variability of evidence arising from prime activation is best described as 

preferential because it occurs even when there is no change in the perception of the target. 

However, primes have a second effect upon predicted performance, an effect that might be 

described either as perceptual or preferential, depending on one’s perspective: Features 

that are turned on by the prime are unavailable to be turned on by the target. This is an 

example of performance being harmed by a prime, due to ‘blocking’. Considering the 

situation from the point of view of the features that are eventually ON, one can describe 

the harm as perceptual, because perception is blocked from producing distinguishing 

evidence. For example, if the parameter α equals 1.0, then in the both-primed condition 

every feature of both choice words is turned on by the primes; now the flash of the target 

provides no information, and performance is at chance. One could argue that no 

perception has occurred. On the other hand, one could argue that perception is unaffected 

by the primes, but that the evidence provided by perception is overwritten by the prime 

features; in this case, one might prefer to describe the blocking effect as preferential. 

Fortunately, this debate in the context of the present studies is of little consequence: It 

turns out that the fit of the model to the data resulted in quite low estimated values of α 

and β (and γ). With low values for these parameters, a feature turned on by a prime is 

rarely also turned on by the target flash, so the effect of blocking turns out in practice to 

be of negligible importance; this being so, it is not critical to decide whether blocking 

should be thought of as a perceptual or preferential effect. In particular the both-primed 

deficit predicted with ROUSE is almost wholly due to preferential variability rather than 

blocking.  
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The associative case is similar to the repetition case, differing only in having relatively 

few features shared between prime and target, or between prime and foil (ρ < 1). This 

change lessens the effects of priming generally. It should be noted again that although we 

need to estimate the value of ρ to fit the model, the participant need not estimate the value 

of ρ: Both the prime features and choice word features are available to the participant on 

each trial (assuming the participant pays attention to the above threshold primes), so the 

shared features are identifiable and do not have to be estimated by the participant.  

 

Theories of Discounting 

 The idea of discounting evidence is far from unique to the present treatment. A 

particularly relevant example arises in the area of evaluative priming. Similar to the 

preference reversal observed in Experiment 1, social psychologists have observed priming 

reversals in evaluative judgments. Lombardi, Higgins, and Bargh (1987) had participants 

construct sentences using synonyms of ‘persistent’ versus ‘stubborn’. Following this, 

participants gave a one-word label to a neutral description of a target person. Participants 

who later remembered their constructed sentences tended to use a label the opposite of the 

synonyms they received (i.e. if their sentence included ‘determined’ they rated the target 

person as ‘stubborn’). Conversely, participants who could not remember their sentences 

tended to use a label similar to the synonyms.  

Experiments such as this observing ‘contrast’ (i.e. a preference against prime related 

words) and ‘assimilation’ (i.e. a preference for prime related words) priming have been 

explained by theories supposing participants might or might not attempt to remove the 

influence of prime items (Martin, 1986; Schwarz and Bless, 1992), or more generally to 
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remove what is believed to be a contaminating influence of certain noticed mental events 

(e.g. Wegener & Petty, 1995). In assimilation priming the effect of the prime is realized in 

full whereas in contrast priming the effect of the prime is removed resulting in preference 

against prime related words. One theory of discounting holds that source similarity 

between prime and target is of particular importance (Musseweiler & Neumann, in press). 

With externally presented targets, it is predicted that externally presented primes lend 

themselves to discounting whereas internally generated primes are less likely to be 

discounted. Indeed, Musseweiler and Neumann found that internally generated primes 

(e.g. antonym generation task) lead to assimilative priming whereas a simple presentation 

of these same primes lead to contrast priming. 

We note, however, that these theories of discounting tend to produce quite explicit 

and broadband effects. We shall see in the remaining studies that the discounting 

mechanism at work in the present situation is much more subtle than entailed by such 

theories. 

 

ROUSE and Discounting3 

To explicate the discounting mechanism in ROUSE that removes or even reverses 

preference, we present a Venn diagram in Figure 5 for the conditions in which either the 

target-only or foil-only is primed. In this figure we illustrate how the direction of 

preference (or lack thereof) arises from two offsetting factors. We do not use this figure to 

explain the both-primed deficits in performance caused by priming, because these are due 

to variability, and the figure depicts averages. Figure 5 illustrates the evidence situation for 

the target and foil when similarity between prime and one of the choices is intermediate 
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(e.g. associative or orthographic/phonemic priming, 0 < ρ < 1).  The left-hand set of 

panels shows the situation without discounting (i.e. α’ = 0) and the right-hand set of 

panels shows the situation with optimal discounting (i.e. α’ = α). 

In general, features can provide one of three levels of evidence. Features that are OFF 

provide evidence against a choice word regardless of prime matching (as seen in Figure 4); 

these are represented as the black regions in Figure 5.  Features that are ON provide a full 

force of evidence in favor of a choice word if they do not appear in the prime(s); the white 

regions in Figure 5 represent this situation. Lastly, ON features that appeared in the 

prime(s) provide a reduced level of evidence in favor of a choice word (since the evidence 

is discounted); this situation is represented by the grey regions in Figure 5: The higher is 

the level of discounting (i.e. the higher is α’), the darker is the shade of grey, and the 

lower is the evidence provided by such features. In the left-hand set of panels there is no 

discounting so all active features are displayed in white. Performance (i.e. P(c)) 

corresponds to the product of the evidence from each feature for the target as compared 

to same product for the foil (see Equation 2); in Figure 5 this may be thought of as the 

average ‘lightness’ of the target evidence as compared to the average 'lightness' of the 

corresponding foil evidence.  

Without discounting (i.e. α’ = 0) it is clearly seen that performance is bolstered in the 

target-primed condition: There is more white for the target evidence panel of the target-

primed condition due to the presence of prime features, as indicated by the region labeled 

‘PRIME(S)’; for the foil-primed condition this region switches to the foil evidence panel.  

With discounting (i.e. α’ > 0), the relation of target-primed P(c) to foil-primed P(c) 

depends on the balance of two offsetting forces: 1) Prime Activation: The prime tends to 
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turn otherwise OFF features ON, leading to a preference to choose the related choice 

word; 2) Discounting Target/Noise Activation: The prime causes features that are turned 

ON by the target flash, and by noise, to be discounted, leading to a preference to choose 

the unrelated choice word. Prime Activation corresponds to the grey regions labeled 

‘PRIME(S)’. Even though these ON features are discounted they still provide a preference 

for prime related words since discounted evidence is still better evidence than OFF 

features. Discounting Target/Noise Activation corresponds to the small grey circles within 

the ‘TARGET’ and ‘NOISE’ regions. These are features activated by the target and/or 

noise that are discounted since they also exist in the primes. Without discounting these 

features would provide strong ON evidence but with discounting they are mistrusted since 

the primes might have been the source of activation. This leads to a loss of evidence in 

favor of the primed alternative as compared to situation without discounting. Therefore 

these features provide a preference against primed words. 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figure 5 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

If the right degree of ‘greyness’ is chosen (usually corresponding to α’ = α, which we 

have termed 'optimal') the tradeoff between extra Prime Activation evidence and the loss 

of evidence due to Discounting Target/Noise Activation results in equal performance for 

the target-primed and foil-primed conditions. If similarity between prime and choice word 

is increased, then both the size of the grey circle labeled 'PRIME(S)' and the number and 
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density of the small grey circles increase, typically maintaining the balance between the 

two opposing forces. For example, for repetition priming (ρ = 1) all the activated features 

(circles) in the upper left and lower right panels in the right half of Figure 5 turn grey; 

simultaneously, the size of the circles labeled 'PRIMES(S)' increases, maintaining the 

overall degree of 'lightness' of these panels.  

If discounting is insufficient (i.e. α’ < α), such as is the case with passive priming, the 

grey is too light, and the situation approaches that in the left hand part of Figure 5: target-

primed performance better than foil-primed. If discounting is excessive (i.e. α’ > α), such 

as is the case with active priming, the grey is too dark. This state of affairs usually results 

in target-primed worse than foil-primed, but there are important exceptions. If the number 

of features is sufficiently large and the activation parameters are not too small, discounting 

can always lead to a preference against prime related words provided α’ is enough larger 

than α.  However, since the model includes a finite number of features, non-linearities are 

introduced: with a small number of features or small activation parameters, the effect of 

Discounting Target/Noise Activation can be diminished or even lost resulting in a 

preference for prime related words regardless of the level of discounting. These 

breakdowns in preference removal are encountered in subsequent experiments and the 

nature of each breakdown is considered in the discussions: ‘ROUSE and Prime Similarity’ 

and ‘ROUSE and Choice Word Similarity’.  

Distributions of Odds 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figure 6 and Table 2 about here 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
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The Venn diagram represents an attempt to provide insight into the tradeoff of factors 

that govern performance by depicting mean numbers of different types of activated 

features, and their associated evidence values. An alternative and more precise way to 

illustrate the working of the model is through graphs of the distributions of odds. These 

distributions depend on the probabilities of obtaining various numbers of ON and OFF 

features in the different conditions. The distribution of the odds is highly skewed (because 

of the multiplication of probabilities), so for clarity we plot the distribution of the log-

odds. In viewing the graphs in Figure 6, recall that a correct decision is made if the odds 

of Equation 1 is greater than 1.0, equivalent to the log-odds being greater than zero. The 

distributions are also quite discrete because only certain combinations of ON and OFF 

features are at all likely. Figure 6 shows distributions for the four basic conditions (neither 

primed, both primed, target primed, foil primed), for repetition priming (ρ = 1) with 

typical activation parameters (β = .05, γ = .02, and α = .1), for three values of α’: 0, .05, 

and .3 (corresponding to no discounting, discounting that is too small in light of the actual 

value of α, and discounting that is too large in light of the actual value of α). Table 2 

provides some summary statistics concerning these distributions. 

Looking first at the case α’ = 0, we see that priming both alternatives adds noise and 

causes the distribution to spread in comparison with the neither-primed condition; 

although the mode remains at the same position, the extra variability causes more of the 

distribution to fall below zero, reducing performance. Priming only the target or only the 

foil adds some variability, but the primary effect is to shift the log-odds in favor of the 

primed choice. The case α’ = .05 includes discounting, which lessens the evidence value 

for the features that are in the primes, squeezing the log-odds toward zero in all three 
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conditions with priming (the neither-primed condition is only displayed once since it is the 

same regardless of α’). Performance overall is as expected, with a drop for both-primed 

and a preference for the primed alternative (as compared to α’ = 0, the preference is 

diminished). The case α’ = .3 discounts much more strongly, shrinking the distributions 

severely, but still producing a both-primed deficit. The fact that too much discounting 

occurs in this case reverses the direction of preference; the unprimed choice tends to be 

chosen, improving performance when the foil is primed, and harming performance when 

the target is primed.   

For the target-primed and foil-primed conditions with discounting, the ON features of 

the unprimed alternative provide strong evidence, whereas the ON features of the primed 

alternative are discounted and this results in extra variation producing more discrete points 

in the distributions. For the both-primed condition all ON features are discounted in both 

alternatives resulting in the same degree of variation (i.e. number of spikes in the 

distribution) as seen in the both-primed condition with α’ = 0; correspondingly the both-

primed deficit is exactly the same for all values of α’. This fact points out the significance 

of the both-primed condition: When both alternatives are primed, performance is 

unaffected by the direction of preference (i.e. P(c) independent of α’). Nevertheless 

performance is affected by preferential variability and the same degree of variability (not 

variance) applies regardless of the extent of discounting. 

 

Setting the Value of  γ 

      We discovered when fitting ROUSE to the data from the various studies in this thesis 

that the value of γ, the contribution of visual noise, was usually estimated to be quite low 
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(and needed to be low to produce an acceptable fit), and that the fits were seldom harmed 

if the value was set to some fixed value close to zero. We therefore simply set the value of 

γ to .02 throughout this thesis, rather than estimate it as a separate parameter.  

 

Setting the Vector Length 

      Generally speaking we found that the vector length (above a certain minimum below 

which preference removal breaks down – see ‘ROUSE and Choice Word Similarity’ for a 

discussion of this breakdown) was a scaling factor whose value would be more important 

for determining the length of time needed to carry out simulations than determining the 

pattern of predictions: Longer lengths (such as 100, say) would produce similar 

predictions to those for shorter lengths, once suitable modifications were made to the 

values of the other parameters. A length of 20 was long enough to enable preference 

removal but was short enough to allow parameter fitting to be carried out in reasonable 

time. 

 

The ROUSE Model Applied to Experiment 1 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 3 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

To fit the ROUSE model to the results of either the active or passive group in 

Experiment 1 requires estimation of the four parameters: α, α’, β, and ρ (γ was set to .02, 

not estimated). These four parameters are separately estimated for the two groups of 

participants. Averaging across 20,000 simulations to obtain predictions for a given set of 
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parameters, the parameters were assigned values that minimized the error between 

predictions and observations. The error measure used was the sum of the chi-squares from 

each condition where chi-square was calculated using the normal theory maximum 

likelihood method (see Curran, West, & Finch, 1996, for a comparison of various methods 

for calculating χ2). Table 3 gives the parameter values that produced a best fit to the data 

from Experiment 1. The resultant predictions are given in Figure 2 as the dots on each bar. 

It is clear that this rather simple model manages to capture the essentials of the data, 

including the complex pattern of interactions that we commented upon earlier. There are a 

few things that can be said about the parameter estimates. The estimate of α (i.e. α’) is 

lower than α for passive priming, and higher than α for active priming, as needed to 

reverse the direction of preference (the sharp eyed reader will note that the associative 

predictions for the active group show a slight preference for targets, the opposite direction 

of preference predicted for repetition for the active group; this issue will be discussed 

following Experiment 2). The most surprising estimates are those for ρ, since the value is 

so much smaller for the active group. This passive/active difference came about because 

the active priming group exhibited no associative priming effects, requiring a low estimate 

of ρ. It is possible that the active priming instructions prompted participants to think about 

the animacy characteristics of the two prime words, disrupting the natural tendency to 

attend to other sorts of features that are used to generate associates in production tasks. 

We explore this issue further in a later experiment that uses active priming but only a 

single prime.                                                                                                       
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Experiment 2: Orthographic/Phonemic Priming 

 

The results of Experiment 1 and the success of the ROUSE model suggest that some 

features from the prime words are confused with features from the flashed target. The 

difference between repetition and associative priming in Experiment 1 is explained by 

ROUSE in terms of the number of features in the primes that are shared with the features 

in the choice words (i.e. the number of confusable features). Presumably, primes and 

associated choice words only share semantic features whereas repetitions share semantic, 

orthographic, and phonemic features. In Experiment 1 preference effects were greatly 

reduced for associative priming implying orthographic/phonemic features are primarily 

responsible for the preference effects with repetition priming. Therefore in Experiment 2 

we test this idea through conditions in which orthographic/phonemic similarity between 

primes and choice words is retained, but semantic similarity is removed. If, as predicted by 

ROUSE, shared features generally determine preference effects and, as implied by 

Experiment 1, the shared features in repetition priming are primarily orthographic and 

phonemic, then highly similar orthographic/phonemic primes should lead to a pattern of 

results similar to those obtained in Experiment 1 with repetition priming. 

 

Method 

There were 52 participants in the passive priming condition and 56 in the active 

priming condition. 
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Four categories of prime-choice word pairs were created each consisting of 48 five-

letter words and 48 four-letter words. The pairs in three of the categories were 

orthographically very similar since 4 out of 5 or 3 out of 4 letters where identical and in 

the same position within the letter string. The remaining category was used for repetition 

priming. The orthographically similar categories were further subdivided by degree of 

phonemic and semantic similarity. The first category, labeled orthographic, was not 

semantically similar and less phonemically similar and included pairs such as 

ANGELàANGER. The second category, labeled orthographic and phonemic, was more 

phonemically similar but not semantically similar and included pairs such as, 

ALTARàALTER. The third category, labeled orthographic and semantic, was 

semantically similar (although not necessarily phonemically similar) and included pairs 

such as AWAKEàAWOKE. The four basic priming conditions were run for each of the 

four categories of words resulting in a total of 16 conditions. These conditions are 

illustrated with examples using particular words in Table 4. Each participant received 12 

trials on each of these conditions.  

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 4 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Assuming orthographic priming produces large preference effects, it is unclear whether 

visual or abstract orthographic features are responsible. Therefore, letter case between the 

primes and choice words was manipulated. For the passive priming condition, the 

orthographic (e.g. ANGELàANGER) and orthographic and phonemic (e.g. 

ALTARàALTER) pairs were combined into one category. This larger category was then 
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split randomly in half for each subject. For one half the pairs the primes were presented in 

lower case and for the other half, the primes were presented in upper case. Target flash 

and choice words were always presented in lower case, hence there was a case switch 

between primes and target for the latter group of words. As seen in Table 4, switching 

case did not lessen preference effects and therefore the orthographic and orthographic 

and phonemic categories were kept separate and all words presented in lower case in the 

active priming condition. 

In order to ascertain the generality of the passive/active difference, a different active 

priming task was used. This task was to determine if the two prime words could serve the 

same part of speech. If the two prime words could serve the same part of speech, 

participants were instructed to press a key labeled "match" and otherwise press a key 

labeled "mismatch". No feedback was given on this task and accuracy was not calculated. 

Experiment 1 used a separate pool of words for unrelated prime words. In order to 

control against any confounds introduced by using different primes, Experiment 2 and all 

subsequent experiments created unrelated prime words through a re-pairing technique. 

Conditions priming only one or neither choice word were created by randomly re-pairing 

prime and choice words such that across participants the same prime words were used in 

each of the priming conditions. In other words, primes and their related choice words 

could be presented in an intact or rearranged form. For instance, one participant might 

receive the intact pairs ANGEL priming ANGER as well as CHOIR priming CHAIR while 

another participant might receive the rearranged pairs ANGEL priming CHAIR and 

CHOIR priming ANGER4. 

All other procedures were the same as Experiment 1. 
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Passive Priming Results 

The passive priming results are shown in Table 4. There were differences across the 

four types of primes, F(3,49) = 8.44, p < .001, and these interacted with the four priming 

conditions, F(9,43) = 5.39, p < .001. The repetition priming results from Experiment 1 are 

replicated for passive priming: a large both-primed deficit, t(51) = 4.94, p<.001, an overall 

preference effect, F(1,51) = 38.12, p<.001, and a preference to choose repeated words, 

t(51) = 2.82, p<.005. 

Three types of orthographic priming were used: two types with or without a case 

change and a third type using the orthographic and semantic word pairs. There were no 

differences among the three types of orthographic priming, F(2,50) = .94, p = .40, and no 

interaction between these types and the four priming conditions, F(6,46) = 2.17, p = .06. 

Separately analyzing the two types of orthographic priming between which the case of the 

primes varied, there was no effect of switching the case of the prime, F(1,51) = .75, p = 

.39, and no interaction between switching the case of the prime and the four priming 

conditions, F(3,49) = 1.59, p = .21 (see Table 4). This result strongly suggests abstract 

orthography rather than visual similarity is crucial to prime interference, and more 

generally that abstract orthography is the level at which most features are compared and 

utilized in the present tasks. Because the orthographic priming conditions did not differ, 

they are collapsed and the results depicted in Figure 7.  

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figure 7 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
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Analyzing the collapsed orthographic conditions, performance in the both-primed 

condition was no different than the neither-primed condition, t(54) = .90, p = .37. There 

was however an overall preferential effect, F(1,55) = 21.18, p<.001, and a tendency to 

choose words orthographically similar to the primes, t(55) = .09, p = .92. Passive 

orthographic priming seems to have produced a preferential shift, but little preferential 

variability. 

 

Active Priming Results 

Participants took an average of 2962 ms performing the part-of-speech matching task. 

The active priming results are given in Table 4. There were differences across the four 

types of priming, F(3,53) = 3.74, p < .025, although these did not interact with the four 

priming conditions, F(9,47) = .86, p = .57. The pattern of results from active priming in 

Experiment 1 is replicated for repetition priming: a large both-primed deficit, t(55) = 4.49, 

p < .001, an overall preference effect, F(1,55) = 4.77, p < .05, with a slight preference to 

choose the word that was not a repetition, t(55) = 1.55, p = .06.  

Excluding repetition priming, there were no differences across the three types of 

orthographic priming, F(2,54) = 2.01, p = .14, and no interaction between these priming 

types and the four priming conditions, F(6,50) = .40, p = .88. Therefore the three types of 

orthographic priming are collapsed, and displayed in the lower panel of Figure 7. For the 

collapsed orthographic priming conditions, there was a large both-primed deficit, t(55) = 

6.89, p < .001, an overall preferential effect, F(1,55) = 21.18, p < .001, but no preference 

for or against orthographically similar choice words (i.e. the target-primed condition was 
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not different from the foil-primed condition), t(55) = .09, p = .92. In other words the 

preference effect was due to preferential variability. 

 

Discussion 

Experiment 2 shows a general similarity between orthographic and repetition priming: 

with active priming both types of priming produced a both-primed deficit and either a 

slight preference reversal or a neutral preference; with passive priming both types or 

priming produced a strong preference for the related choice. This general similarity 

suggests that both-primed deficits and preference effects are primarily due to orthographic 

prime interference. This conclusion is not entirely surprising given the visual nature of the 

identification task. The failure to find significant differences for different degrees of 

semantic and phonemic similarity suggests phonemic and semantic features play a smaller 

role than orthographic features; these conditions produced similar results due to the 

overwhelming orthographic similarity. 

The invariance of the passive priming results when case was changed implies that 

comparisons are carried out at the level of abstract orthography. The failure to obtain 

differences as a result of case change between primes and targets/foils is perhaps 

surprising conceptually (though similar results have been obtained in many other studies -- 

Evett & Humphreys, 1981, to name just one).  It should be noted that our procedure of 

placing primes in different screen locations from both targets and choice words might have 

reduced the importance of matching visual features. 

Several aspects of these results appear puzzling at first glance. In the passive priming 

results, the small both-primed deficit for orthographic priming as compared to the large 
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deficit with repetition priming suggests orthographic similarity plays less of a role in 

passive priming. At the same time in the passive priming results, the larger preference 

effect with orthographic priming suggests just the opposite. Part of the explanation may lie 

in the selection of words in the different conditions: In this experiment the orthographic 

and repetition conditions used separate pools of words. Differences in the overall 

perceptibility of each group of words can be inferred by comparing the neither-primed 

results. The participants in the active group apparently found these words equally 

perceptible, because neither-primed performance was the same in repetition and 

orthographic priming conditions, t(55) = 1.08, p = .29. However, the participants in the 

passive group found the perceptibility of the orthographic group of words lower than the 

repetition group of words, t(51) = 3.83, p<.001. We have no ready account for the 

existence of this passive/active by word-set interaction. Nonetheless, we shall see in the 

next section that using a different value of β (the target perception parameter in ROUSE) 

for the repetition and orthographic conditions in the passive group allows reasonably 

successful prediction of the results. 

 

The ROUSE Model Applied to Experiment 2 

Based upon the neither-primed analyses discussed above, a common value of β was 

used for the repetition and orthographic conditions in the active group, but different values 

of β were estimated for the repetition and orthographic conditions for the passive group. 

As in Experiment 1, the parameters were separately fit to the active and passive conditions 

since this was a between subjects variable. Table 3 gives the resultant nine parameter 
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estimates (4 for active priming and 5 for passive priming). The reasonably good fit of the 

model is illustrated by the dots in Figure 7.  

For repetition priming, the both-primed deficit, the slight tendency to choose the 

unprimed word in the active priming group, and the tendency to choose the primed word 

in the passive priming group were similar to the results of Experiment 1. Thus it is not 

surprising that the pattern of parameter estimates is generally similar in the two 

experiments. In particular, in both studies the estimate of α is higher than the actual value 

for active priming, and lower than the actual value for passive priming. Generally speaking 

the estimated values of the prime similarity parameter, ρ, are reasonable: If orthography is 

the major determinant of interference in repetition priming and the orthographically similar 

words share 3/4 or 4/5 of their letters, one might expect values of ρ around .75-.80. 

For the passive priming group, assuming a larger value of β for the repetition 

conditions than for the orthographic conditions allowed explication of a puzzle seen in the 

results. When the estimate of α is lower than the true value, as in the passive group, 

ROUSE predicts increasing separation between the target-primed and foil-primed 

conditions as prime similarity increases. This factor should therefore produce a greater 

disparity between these conditions in repetition priming (higher similarity) than in 

orthographic priming (lower similarity). The data show the opposite. However, ROUSE 

predicts the tendency to choose prime-related words will be larger for the orthographic 

condition because fewer target features are perceived in this condition (lower β); with 

fewer target-activated features, prime-activated features play a larger role, and preference 

is greater. 
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For the active priming group, the model provides a remarkably good fit. This seems 

surprising considering there is considerable preferential variability for both orthographic 

and repetition priming (i.e. large both-primed deficits), but while repetition priming 

produces a slight preference against a repeated choice word, orthographic priming is on 

average neutral with respect to the primed choice word. Naive expectations with ROUSE 

suggest using the same α and α’ should produce preference in the same direction 

regardless of prime similarity. This turns out to be false; for the γ, β, and α parameters 

used, there is an interaction between prime similarity and the direction of preference 

provided α’ > α (i.e. active priming). This interaction is explained below. 

 

ROUSE and Prime Similarity 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figures 8 and 9 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

To take a closer look at the role of prime similarity, we produced predictions for the 

four critical priming conditions, for the case when the estimate of α is lower than the true 

value (the upper panel of Figure 8, corresponding to passive priming), and for the case 

when the estimate of α is higher than the true value (the lower panel of Figure 8, 

corresponding to active priming), for values of ρ ranging from zero to one. The parameter 

values are typical, in that β is set to .05 and α is set to .1 (as in all simulations γ is .02). To 

make the predictions clearly visible, two slightly exaggerated values of α’ are used: .05 

(corresponding to passive priming), and .3 (corresponding to active priming). 
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For passive priming, the predictions are shown in the upper panel of Figure 8. These 

conform to expectations. As the value of ρ drops from 1, corresponding to the switch 

from repetition to orthographic priming in Experiment 2 or to associative priming in 

Experiment 1, we see that there is no change in the neither-primed case (as must be the 

case since no features are shared), and that the both-primed deficit decreases (as must be 

the case because fewer shared features produces smaller variation in the numbers activated 

by the primes). The strong preference for the primed alternative with high values of 

similarity gradually decreases to zero as the similarity decreases to zero. 

The active priming predictions, shown in the lower panel of Figure 8 do not conform 

to naive expectations. Predictions for neither primed and both-primed are the same as in 

the upper panel: Since α is the same in both panels, the neither-primed and both-primed 

conditions are identical; the estimate of α only affects the target-primed and foil-primed 

conditions. The preference predictions are the place where the failures of intuition appear: 

For high similarity (e.g. ρ =1) there is a preference for the choice not related to the prime, 

as expected when α’ > α. As similarity drops, however, the target-primed and foil-primed 

conditions change non-monotonically and the direction of preference is seen to change 

from a preference against to a preference in favor of prime related words. 

Reference to the two factors (i.e. Prime Activation and Discounting Target/Noise 

Activation) discussed in association with Figure 5 helps to explain this crossover. As the 

similarity of the prime to a choice word decreases from 1.0, the probability of a target or 

noise activated feature becoming discounted gets smaller, so on many trials there will be 

none of this sort of discounted feature. Thus, Discounting Target/Noise Activation 

becomes unlikely as similarity decreases. As similarity drops, it also becomes less likely 
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that Prime Activation will operate: the prime is less likely to turn ON otherwise OFF 

features. However with the probability of target or noise activation (β + γ - γβ = .069) less 

than the probability of prime activation (α (1 - .069) = .093), it is more likely that 

Discounting Target/Noise Activation is missing on a given trial than it is that Prime 

Activation is missing. In addition, the effect of missing Discounting Target/Noise 

Activation features is greater than missing Prime Activation features (i.e. for the given 

parameters, discounting one target/noise feature is a reduction in evidence that is 

approximately 3 times larger than the increase in evidence from one prime-activated 

feature). As Discounting Target/Noise Activation stochastically drops out for low ρ, a 

preference for prime related words becomes unavoidable. 

Figure 9 is useful for highlighting the separate roles of Prime Activation and 

Discounting Target/Noise Activation. This figure shows log-odds distributions for three 

different levels of prime similarity for the case of active priming (α’ = .3). All other 

parameters are the same as used in the creation of Figure 8. The extremes of similarity (ρ 

= 0 and ρ = 1), are not shown since these can be found in Figure 6 (the same parameter 

values were used in the creation of Figure 6). As prime similarity increases two separate 

trends are observed. First, each log-odds peak is seen to spread out such that the single 

peak for ρ = 0, is replaced by a distribution of smaller peaks as ρ increases. Furthermore, 

the direction of this spreading is towards the preferred alternative (i.e. the target-primed 

peaks spread to the right and the foil-primed peaks spread to the left). This is the effect of 

Prime Activation. When otherwise OFF features are activated by the primes, this leads to 

subtle shifts in the log-odds towards the primed alternative. These are subtle shifts since 

the prime activated features are heavily discounted. Next we consider the other trend 
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observed in the distributions. As prime similarity increases we see the subtraction of entire 

central peaks and their associated spread. This is the action of Discounting Target/Noise 

Activation. Otherwise ON features are discounted due to their presence in the primes. The 

central peaks represent different numbers of ON features so as these ON features become 

discounted, peaks drop out. This dropping out preferentially affects the target-primed 

distribution since more features were ON in the target-primed distribution with ρ = 0. 

In sum, Figure 9 reveals the spreading out of the distributions due to Prime Activation 

pushing the total evidence towards a positive preference, as well as the dropping out of 

peaks due to Discounting Target/Noise Activation, pushing the total evidence towards a 

negative preference. The effect of peaks dropping out is ultimately stronger and for high 

prime similarity a negative preference is obtained. Nevertheless, for low prime similarity, 

the effect of peaks dropping out is hardly noticeable whereas the spreading of peaks is 

apparent and a positive preference is obtained. 

Simulations have shown that increasing β or γ or decreasing α (both of which make 

Prime Activation more likely to be missing than Discounting Target/Noise Activation) or 

increasing the number of features while keeping the other parameters constant (which 

makes it less likely that either factor is missing) can lessen or even eliminate the preference 

crossover. Note that this does not imply there is something special about the number of 

features we’ve chosen; even with a large number of features, the crossover can be 

reinstated if the activation parameters are sufficiently reduced. However, the presence of a 

crossover in the empirical data is indicative that visual noise (γ) is necessarily low. If γ is 

increased, then it becomes all but impossible to produce the crossover in the model. 
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A post-hoc analysis of the data in Experiment 2 revealed the qualitative trends seen in 

the simulations of Figure 8. Even though we have modeled the neither-primed condition as 

if no features overlapped, in fact the primes had a random relation to the choice words, so 

that there were occasional matches of one or more letters in the same position within a 

letter string. Thus from the neither-primed trials we extracted trials on which 1, 2, or 3 out 

of 5 of the letters randomly matched and were in the same position as letters in the target. 

These cases were combined and called ‘low orthographic similarity’ (contrasted with the 

high orthographic similarity conditions of Experiment 2 in which all but one letter 

matched). For passive priming, there was a preference for the related choice word with 

‘low orthographic similarity’ and in keeping with Figure 8, this preference was less than 

that seen for high orthographic similarity and repetition priming. However, for active 

priming, in keeping with Figure 8, there was a preference in favor of the related choice 

word for low orthographic similarity. Thus there is considerable evidence from this study 

supporting the various predictions illustrated in Figure 8. We realize, however, that a post-

hoc analysis is not very conclusive; therefore in Experiment 6 we manipulate prime 

similarity directly (and, as predicted, we observe a preference crossover with active 

priming.). 

 

Experiment 3: Repetition Priming and Choice Word Similarity 

 

Ratcliff and McKoon (1997) have used a paradigm similar to ours to explore long-

term repetition priming. In their long-term priming paradigm, words were studied in a first 

phase; in the second phase of the experiment, test words were briefly flashed followed by a 
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2-AFC test. They varied the orthographic similarity of the two choice words and obtained 

results that tightly constrained possible models. We carry out such a manipulation in the 

present experiment. Before turning to our study, it is useful to review the Ratcliff and 

McKoon findings. 

Typical long-term priming results with other testing procedures (e.g. lexical decision 

or naming) show facilitation with repetition priming, but not with associative or other 

sorts of priming (e.g. Ratcliff, Hockley, & McKoon, 1985; however for an alternate 

account see Becker, Moscovitch, Behrmann, & Joordens, 1997). For repetition priming, 

changes in the appearance of the choice word relative to the study word reduce the 

magnitude of the priming effect, but do not eliminate it (e.g. Bowers & Michita, 1998).  

In most long-term repetition priming studies the facilitation observed could be due to a 

type of preference to choose a recently encountered word. This led Ratcliff and McKoon 

to use the 2-AFC design, to determine if facilitation is due to a perceptual benefit or 

preference. They found no change in the both-primed condition, and the average of the 

target-primed and foil-primed conditions was about equal to performance in the neither-

primed condition. Both results suggest there was no perceptual facilitation for the target 

flash. However, there was a preference for repetitions since the target-primed condition 

was higher than the foil-primed condition. The fact that this advantage occurred when the 

choice words were orthographically similar, and was greatly reduced when the choice 

words had differing orthography, was a key factor in leading Ratcliff and McKoon to 

conclude that long-term repetition priming was a matter of "bias" rather than improved 

perception5. Ratcliff and McKoon (1997) developed a model to account for this pattern of 
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results, and Schooler, Shiffrin, and Raaijmakers (1997) developed an alternative model to 

do the same, based on Bayesian principles similar to those used in this thesis.  

Because the pattern of results observed by Ratcliff and McKoon differed markedly for 

similar and dissimilar choice words, and because these differences were critical to 

constraining possible models of the results, we decided to test the ROUSE model by 

varying the similarity of the choice words in our present short-term priming paradigm. 

Experiment 3 uses only repetition priming. It uses the word pairs of Experiment 2, but 

includes conditions in which the orthographically similar word pairs of that study appear 

as choice words. Instead of using pairs of dissimilar words selected to be as dissimilar as 

possible, as was done in Ratcliff and McKoon’s study, we created our dissimilar word 

pairs by randomly pairing two words. We term this neutral similarity. 

 

Method 

There were 55 participants in the passive priming condition and 56 in the active 

priming condition. 

Repetition priming was used throughout. The four categories of word pairs found in 

Experiment 2 were reused; in the 3 sets of orthographically similar choice word 

conditions, the members of a given pair were presented as choice words (one being the 

target, the other the foil). The neutral similarity choice word conditions were identical to 

the repetition conditions found in Experiment 2. All other procedures were as in 

Experiment 2. The active priming group used the same part-of-speech matching task. In 

Experiment 2 the letter case manipulation was only administered to the passive priming 

group. In order to test the generality of case indifference, Experiment 3 employs the letter 
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case manipulation for the active priming group; as in Experiment 2, this condition 

combines the orthographic and orthographic and phonemic word pairs and randomly 

assigns word pairs to conditions in which primes appear in lower case or conditions in 

which primes appear in upper case (resulting in same case and case switch between prime 

and target). For the passive priming group the word pairs were kept in their original 

categories and all words appeared in lower case. The conditions are illustrated with 

examples using particular words in Table 5. 

 

Passive Priming Results 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 5 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

The results are given in Table 5. There were three types of orthographic choice word 

similarity; these did not differ statistically, F(2,53) = 3.11, p = .05, and interacted only 

weakly with priming condition, F(6,49) = 2.84, p < .025. Inclusion of the neutral choice 

word similarity conditions led to differences, F(3,52) = 16.59, p < .001, and these 

differences interacted with the four priming conditions, F(9,46) = 3.05, p < .01. This 

pattern was largely due to better performance for the neutral than orthographically similar 

choice-word conditions (collapsing across priming conditions, t(55) = 10.42, p < .001). 

This is natural because the decision is more difficult when the choice words are more 

similar. Because the differences among types of orthographic similarity were small, these 

conditions were combined, and the results graphed in Figure 10. 
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---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figure 10 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

  There was a highly significant both-primed deficit in the orthographically similar 

choice-word condition, t(54) = 6.04, p < .001. However, in the neutral similarity 

conditions, the small both-primed deficit did not reach significance, t(54) = .9, p = .37. 

There were preferential effects for both the orthographically similar, F(1,54) = 40.44, p < 

.001, and neutral similarity, F(1,54) = 111.57,  p < .001, conditions: Participants tended to 

choose the repeated word for both types of choice word similarity (neutral similarity: t(54) 

= 6.75 p < .001; orthographically similar: t(54) = 8.24, p < .001). These results largely 

replicate those from the passive groups in Experiments 1 and 2.  

 

Active Priming Results 

Participants in the active priming group took an average of 2811 ms to perform the 

part-of-speech matching task. 

Three types of orthographic priming were used: two types with or without a case 

change and a third type using the orthographic and semantic word pairs. The results are 

shown in Table 5. There were differences across the three types of orthographic choice-

word similarity, F(2,54) = 5.18, p < .01, but these differences did not interact with priming 

condition, F(6,50) = 2.11, p = .07. In all cases the qualitative trends across priming 

conditions were the same. Presenting primes in a different case than the target and choice 

words produced differences that interacted weakly with the four priming conditions, 

F(3,53) = 2.93, p < .05, but as seen in Table 5, this was due to quantitative, not qualitative 
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differences; these results again support the conclusion that feature comparisons occur 

largely at the level of abstract orthography. In light of the foregoing analyses, the results 

are collapsed across the three types of orthographic similarity and the case change 

manipulation, and graphed in Figure 10.   

As with the passive group, there were differences with choice word similarity when the 

neutral choice word similarity conditions were included, F(3,53) = 37.21, p < .001, and 

these differences interacted with the four priming conditions, F(9,47) = 4.86, p < .001; 

these differences were due to lower performance with orthographically similar choice 

words, the expected result when the choice words are more similar.  

For both neutral similarity, t(55) = 2.92, p < .005, and orthographically similar choice 

words, t(55) = 7.41, p < .001, there were deficits in the both-primed conditions. Likewise, 

there were preferential effects for both neutral similarity, F(1,55) = 4.08, p < .05, and 

similar choice words, F(1,55) = 79.54, p < .001. Comparing the target-primed and foil-

primed conditions, participants preferred the repeated word when the choice words were 

orthographically similar t(55) = 6.12, p < .001 (it is important to note that this result is 

opposite to that found in the active group in Experiments 1 and 2); there was no difference 

between these conditions when the choice words were of neutral similarity, t(55) = .05, p 

= .96 (in keeping with the preference removal or reversals seen in Experiments 1 and 2 

with active priming).  

 

Discussion: ROUSE and Choice Word Similarity  

For active priming, the observation of a preference for repeated words only for similar 

choice words and not for dissimilar words is analogous to the Ratcliff and McKoon (1997) 
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results, but does not seem at first glance to be in accord with the predictions of ROUSE 

(or the results from the first two experiments). As we demonstrate next, however, the 

model provides a surprisingly good account of the findings.  

How can ROUSE predict a preference for repeated words when the choices are  

similar, even though α’ is larger than α?  In the discussion associated with Figure 5, the 

effect of priming was separated into two components: Prime Activation was shown to 

promote a preference for related words regardless of α’ (decreased in magnitude for 

higher α’, but still in favor of related words), whereas Discounting Target/Noise 

Activation was shown to reduce the evidence in favor of the primed alternative allowing 

the removal of or even a reversal in the direction of preference. 

A closer examination of these two factors reveals that Discounting Target/Noise 

Activation crucially depends upon the existence of noise-activated features. Consider the 

situation without noise (γ=0). For the target-primed condition, foil features can only be 

activated by noise; without noise all foil features are OFF. In this no noise situation, 

discounting the ON target features results in a reduction of target evidence but does not 

affect P(C) since even discounted features provide more evidence than the entirely OFF 

foil features; in this situation, P(C) will be determined by whether any target features are 

ON since even a single ON feature, even if discounted, will result in choosing the target. 

In other words Discounting Target/Noise Activation only affects performance when there 

are ON features in the unprimed word. For the foil-primed condition, the removal of 

noise-activated features also disables the effect of Discounting Target/Noise Activation. 

Without noise, foil features are only activated by the primes. So the effect of Discounting 

Target/Noise Activation has been eliminated because there are no features of the foil that 
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are activated by the target and/or noise. For both the target-primed and foil-primed 

conditions the effect of Prime Activation is preserved in the no noise situation; additional 

features in the primed alternative are activated, receiving a discounted level of evidence, 

and this results in a preference for primed words. 

To see how this dependence on noise-activated features results in a preference for 

repeated words when the choice words are similar, recall that features shared by both 

alternatives are non-diagnostic and drop out of the decision process. Experiment 2 

demonstrated that orthographic features dominate the decision process so it can be 

expected that only a small number of features are diagnostic with orthographically similar 

choice words. With only a small number of relevant features, performance will decrease 

(i.e. there are fewer flash activated features) but also noise will decrease (i.e. there are 

fewer noise-activated features). Considering the low value of γ used in the simulations, on 

many trials there will be no noise-activated features. For these trials, provided there are 

some prime-activated features (which will most likely be true since α >> γ), a preference 

for related words will result regardless of the level of discounting. 

To sum up, the effect of increasing choice word similarity is to reduce the number of 

relevant features. This makes it unlikely that any features are turned on by noise which in 

turn disables the preference removal/reversal due to Discounting Target/Noise 

Activation.6 The dependence of preference removal/reversal on the existence of noise-

activated features has been demonstrated with simulations. If the noise parameter is set 

too high, then the preference change with similar choice words is eliminated; if α’ > α and 

γ >> 0, a preference against prime related words occurs regardless of choice word 

similarity. As with the prime similarity crossover discussed in Experiment 2, the 
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observation of a change to a preference in favor of repeated words (under active priming) 

with highly similar choice words is suggestive of a low visual noise situation. 

 

The ROUSE Model Applied to Experiment 3 

The predictions of the ROUSE model, based on the best fitting parameters found in 

Table 3, are given in Figure 10. The model's predictions mimic the qualitative patterns of 

results, and come close to many of the quantitative observations. The crucial prediction of 

the model occurs for the active priming group: The model predicts both 1) for randomly 

similar choice words, no differential preference for the repeated choice word, and 2) for 

highly similar choice words, a preference for the repeated choice word. It is particularly 

striking that this second prediction differs from those for the active groups in Experiments 

1 and 2, even though in all three cases α’ is estimated to be higher than α. That is, the 

estimate of prime activation is higher than the actual value in all three studies, yet the 

direction of preference is predicted to reverse in this study, due to the similarity of the 

choice words. Even more compelling is that the reversal is observed within subject and the 

model predicts the results using the same α and α’ values for both directions of 

preference. That this unanticipated prediction matches the results lends some credence to 

the model.  

It is important to note that the orthographic similarity parameter, ρ, performs a 

different function in Experiment 3 than it did in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiments 1 

and 2, ρ determined the similarity of prime to choice word, and was set at a level sufficient 

to produce the observed relation between repetition and associative priming or between 

repetition and orthographic priming. In Experiment 3, ρ determines similarity between the 
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two choice words and its value is most important for determining the proportion of 

features in the decision process (which determines performance levels and the switch in 

the active priming preference results). Since the prime to choice word similarity and 

choice word to choice word similarity could depend on attentional factors in different 

ways, the value of ρ might differ between studies, even when letter overlap is identical in 

the two cases.  

As seen in Figure 10, in a few instances the fit to data is quantitatively awry. The most 

important discrepancy involves the deficit for both-primed: The data show a larger deficit 

for the orthographic conditions, whereas the model predicts a slightly larger deficit for the 

neutral conditions. Because the both-primed condition in this study presents two primes 

that differ in one letter position, subjects may attend more to that position in the primes, 

raising the value of α for that feature, the only diagnostic feature. A higher value of α 

would increase the variability of priming, causing performance to decrease.  

A different but equally plausible account of the pattern of both-primed deficits involves 

subject variability. Despite our efforts to fix target duration at a level that would equate 

the performance levels across participants, there was in practice a wide range of 

performance levels. For instance, of the 56 participants in the active priming group, 4 

participants had an average performance above 90% while 11 others had an average 

performance less than 60%. Such variability can alter the predictions in a number of ways. 

In particular, subject variability can especially decrease predicted both-primed 

performance when the choices are similar: The poorly performing participants remain poor 

when the task difficulty is increased by imposing similar choices; the better performing 

participants are hurt when similarity increases making them more sensitive to preferential 
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variability. This informal reasoning was verified through additional simulations. We 

introduced a positive correlation among the target-activated features by randomly 

sampling on each trial the target flash activation parameter, β, from a distribution. This 

approach improved the fit shown in Figure 10. Lacking appropriate data to constrain the 

form of the distribution for β, we decided not to report these predictions in detail, and 

leave such modifications of ROUSE for future work. 

 

Experiment 4: Perceptual Benefits of Associative Priming  

 

The experiments thus far have not demonstrated perceptual benefits due to priming, 

and the results have been predicted rather well by a model based solely on preferential 

factors. For example, Experiment 1, using strong association strengths for associative 

priming, failed to find differences between the neither-primed and both-primed conditions, 

although repetition priming produced large both-primed deficits. This null effect in the 

associative case could have resulted from a trade off of preferential variability with 

perceptual facilitation, both induced by priming. Nevertheless the pattern of data, and the 

success of ROUSE in fitting both associative and repetition priming data without assuming 

any perceptual facilitation suggest that any perceptual facilitation due specifically to 

associative priming was fairly weak.  

There are a number of reasons, however, to suspect that this is not the entire story. 

For example, Masson and Borowski (1998) obtained results that clearly indicated the 

existence of perceptual facilitation in their associative priming study. Thus we decided to 

explore more carefully the possibility of facilitative effects for associative priming. In 
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particular, we decided to switch to a single prime word, on the theory that the use of two 

prime words might dilute or disrupt associative priming effects. Experiment 4 therefore 

uses a single prime and tests associative priming only. In the control condition, neither 

choice word is related to the prime. In the both-primed condition, both choice words are 

related and have the same number of letters. For instance, the prime MISTAKE is 

followed by the target WRONG, followed by a 2-AFC between the choice words 

WRONG and ERROR. It is more difficult to find primes and strong associates that meet 

these criteria, yet the lack of a competing prime word might more than offset this cost.  

Also in an attempt to increase the efficacy of priming, we decided to place the primes 

in the same screen position as the subsequent target flash. Of course such a procedure 

introduces the possibility of forward and backward masking between prime and target. In 

an unpublished series of experiments we found that forward masks (e.g. primes in the 

same location as the target), initially gain effectiveness with increased duration out to 

around 100ms, but then lose effectiveness as duration is further increased to 2000ms. This 

u-shaped function of forward mask duration on accuracy could be explained in terms of 

increasing stimulus energy for shorter durations and the inverse duration effect (Coltheart, 

1980; Hogben & Di Lollo, 1974) for longer durations. Whatever the explanation, the 

findings suggest it would be useful to vary prime durations, and we did so in Experiment 

4, even including two conditions in which the prime follows the target. Because we expect 

performance to vary due to masking in the present study, we also include control 

conditions in which a pattern mask is presented instead of a prime word. A final control 

condition presents no prime, the display sequence in this condition consisting of the target 

flash followed by a backward pattern mask.   
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The target-primed and foil-primed conditions are not used in this study. Only the 

passive priming procedure is adopted. 

 

Method 

94 Indiana University undergraduates participated.  

264 prime/associate1/associate2 (e.g. MISTAKE/WRONG/ERROR) triples were 

created. Prime and associates ranged from 3 to 7 letters in length with prime length and 

associate length often differing. Both associates of a prime contained the same number of 

letters. Since each associate could appear as target or foil, association strength was 

counterbalanced between participants. The average association strength was .145. Unlike 

all other experiments, the screen refresh rate was 70Hz (14.3ms) and 3 different target 

durations were used in lieu of setting target duration separately for each participant. 12 

point Geneva font was used for all displays. Since all words appeared in upper case and 

targets could appear following or prior to primes, participants had no way of identifying 

which word was the target until the 2-AFC. 

There were 66 conditions in the experiment. 63 of these resulting from 3 target 

durations by 3 types of primes by 7 prime durations. In addition there were 3 target 

durations when no prime was presented. Each of the conditions occurred 4 times during 

the experiment. Target durations were 29, 43, and 57ms. The three types of primes were 

pattern mask, neither-primed (created by re-pairing prime and associates), and both-

primed (intact prime-associate presentation). Target and foil were always the two 

associates of a single prime (even on neither-primed and pattern mask trials). In other 

words participants always chose between two indirectly related words. The 7 prime 
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durations consisted of 5 conditions in which the prime/mask preceded the target and 2 

conditions in which the prime/mask followed the target. The 5 preceding times were 29, 

57, 114, 457, and 1829ms. The 2 following times were 29 or 57 ms. 

Presentation order was 500ms fixation, 500ms blank screen, prime (if the prime 

preceded), target, prime (if the prime followed), 500ms pattern mask, 500ms blank screen, 

and the 2-AFC screen until response. Except for the 2-AFC, all items appeared in the 

same location in the center of the screen. Unlike previous experiments, the 2-AFC 

consisted of one word above and the other below the central position. It is important to 

note that in the no prime condition and in the prime following target conditions, there was 

no forward mask on the target. All conditions backward masked the target with either a 

pattern mask or word. The final 500ms pattern mask was not reduced by the target 

duration as in other experiments. If the prime appeared following the target, the duration 

of the final pattern mask was reduced by the duration of the prime. This served to equate 

the time between offset of the target and presentation of 2-AFC. 

Two experimental blocks were preceded by 8 practice trials. The 8 practice trials were 

created from 8 additional associative triples and conditions were selected to accustom 

participants to the types of presentations possible within the experiment. Since fixed target 

durations were used, there was no block of trials for threshold determination. Participants 

viewed the primes under passive priming conditions. However, since it could not be 

known in advance whether the target was the first or second word within the presentation 

sequence, primes were probably treated as potential targets.  
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Results and Discussion  

There was a main effect of target duration, F(2,92) = 320.17, p < .001, but no 

interactions with priming condition, F(2,92) = 1.66, p = 20, or with prime duration, 

F(12,82) = 1.29, p = .24, so the results are collapsed over target duration. Figure 11 

shows the resultant accuracy results for the both-primed and neither-primed conditions. 

Analyzing the neither-primed and both-primed priming conditions (i.e. excluding the 

pattern mask conditions), there were main effects of prime duration, F(6,88) = 33.29, p < 

.001, and prime condition, F(1,93) = 22.78, p < .001. There was no interaction between 

priming condition and prime duration, F(12,82) = 1.16, p = .33 (i.e. the difference 

between neither-primed and both-primed was in the same direction for all prime 

durations). 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Figures 11 and 12 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

The main effect of prime condition (i.e. both-primed better than neither-primed) was 

observed at all prime durations (although this difference was not significant at every 

duration). Similar to the Masson and Borowsky (1998) study with associative priming, 

this result suggests a gain in perceptual processing of the target (according to our 

definition of perceptual facilitation). This result was stronger than that achieved in 

Experiment 1, despite weaker association strengths in the present case. Most likely the 

failure to find a both-primed benefit in Experiment 1 in light of our success in finding a 

both-primed benefit in this experiment is due to the use of two versus one prime. (It is also 

possible that the use of the same location for prime and target could have increased the 
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size of effect, but see Experiment 6 in which the both-primed benefit is replicated with 

primes in different locations).  

In any case, this improvement in performance cannot be handled by the present version 

of the ROUSE model. To account for these results a mechanism for perceptual facilitation 

is required. Potential mechanisms are discussed in the section within the General 

Discussion titled, ‘Short-term Priming Theories and Perceptual Effects’. It is important to 

note that the magnitude of the perceptual improvement is small relative to many of the 

preferential effects we have observed; the improvement is only around 3%, whereas 

various preferential effects exceeded 10% in the first three experiments. Because most 

word priming experiments do not include anything analogous to the both-primed (i.e. 

preference controlled) condition, it is likely that the greater part of the observed 

facilitation in those studies corresponds to the target-primed enhancement in the passive 

conditions of Experiments 1-3. Hence it seems likely that the priming benefits in most 

previous associative priming experiments are due largely to preferential rather than 

perceptual effects. 

Perhaps surprisingly, there was a both-primed improvement for backwards priming at 

the 57ms prime duration, t(93) = 2.42, p<.01. In choosing the associates for this 

experiment, only the forward direction (i.e. given the prime, produce the associate) 

association strengths were considered; the backward association strengths were 

unconstrained. Even if the backward association strengths were large, it is surprising that 

perceptual facilitation for a target word should occur as a result of a word presented after 

target presentation. This suggests a fair amount of temporal overlap in the visual 

processing of words. 
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As measured by separate t-tests, the both-primed advantage is significant at the .05 

level or better for all prime durations except the longest prime preceding target duration, 

1829 ms, and the shortest prime following target duration, 29 ms. The trend is one of 

initially increasing improvement with increasing prime duration and then decreasing 

improvement for longer durations. Since the facilitation disappears at long prime 

durations, perceptual facilitation with associative priming appears to be a short-term 

priming phenomenon. 

The significant facilitation at 29 ms of prime preceding target demonstrates perceptual 

facilitation for what could be termed subliminal priming; this is a short enough duration 

that on many trials (but not all), participants will be unaware of the prime’s identity. In the 

General Discussion, the predictions of the ROUSE model for subliminal priming are 

discussed in more detail. 

Next the pattern mask conditions are considered. Figure 12 shows the accuracy results 

for the pattern mask and neither-primed conditions. The neither-primed conditions in 

Figure 12 are identical to those seen in Figure 11 and are re-plotted for the sake of 

comparison. Analyzing these two sets of conditions, there was a main effect of target 

duration, F(2,92) = 293.8, p<.001, that interacted with prime condition (pattern mask vs. 

neutral word), F(2,92) = 4.94, p<.01, and with prime duration, F(12,82) = 2.16, p<.025. 

Nevertheless, the qualitative trends were the same regardless of target duration as revealed 

by separate plots and t-tests and therefore target duration is collapsed in Figure 12. 

There was a main effect of prime condition, F(1,93) = 10.73, p<.0025, and a main 

effect of prime duration, F(6,88) = 31.72, p<.001, and these two variables strongly 

interacted, F(6,88) = 23.32, p<.001. The neither-primed condition was significantly better 
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than the pattern mask condition when the prime/mask preceded the target by 29 or 57ms, 

but the two conditions were not different for all other preceding durations. When the 

prime/mask followed the target, the pattern mask condition significantly outperformed the 

neither-primed condition for both durations. This pattern of results held true when each of 

the three target durations were considered separately. 

The results for prime/mask following target are considered. Pattern mask better than 

neither-primed is not surprising in light of the normally observed backward masking 

characteristics: It has been known for some time that letters and words are more effective 

backward masks than pattern masks, (e.g. Taylor & Chabot, 1978). Since the 29 or 57ms 

pattern mask is subsequently replaced by a highly similar long duration (500ms) pattern 

mask, there is no effect of mask duration. In either case the sequence of events is target 

flash followed by a long period of pattern masking. The decrease in performance as a 

function of neither-primed word duration is also explained in terms of mask type. Since 

words are better backward masks than pattern masks, performance drops as word 

duration increases: Longer duration word masks have more stimulus energy and therefore 

are more effective backward masks. 

The prime/mask preceding target results are puzzling although in keeping with 

unpublished experiments we have performed looking at the masking characteristics in 

perceptual identification. For both the neither-primed and pattern mask conditions there is 

a u-shaped pattern such that as preceding duration increases, performance initially 

decreases and later, for very long durations, performance is seen to rise. Since this pattern 

holds for both conditions, lexical level effects can be ruled out as a potential explanation: 

For the most part, the nonmonotonicity must be due to visual masking. A coherent 
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explanation can be given in terms of visual persistence. It is known that for short durations 

(<200ms) visual persistence increases with increasing duration whereas for long durations 

(>1000ms) visual persistence decreases with increasing duration (Coltheart, 1980; Hogben 

& Di Lollo, 1974). Assuming forward masking occurs due to the simultaneous activation 

of the forward mask and subsequent target, this same u-shaped pattern is expected as a 

function of forward mask duration. 

The only remaining mystery is neither-primed better than pattern mask for 29 and 

57ms of preceding duration. If words are better masks than pattern masks for backward 

masking, the same might be expected for a forward mask. Instead the opposite is 

observed. One possibility is that the neutral word forward mask initiates attentional 

process since any word is a potential target. There is evidence that it takes around 100ms 

to open an “attentional spotlight” (e.g. Sperling & Weichselgartner, 1995) so the short 

duration forward word mask might serve to turn on such a spotlight in a timely manner. 

Whatever the explanation, further work is required to fully explicate these complex 

masking and attentional processes. 

In sum, use of a single associative prime can give rise to a small, but reliable, both-

primed benefit. Perceptual factors, not presently included in the ROUSE model, are 

necessary to predict such a result. 

 

 

 

Experiment 5: Associative Priming and Choice Word Similarity 
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In Experiment 3, orthographically similar choice words produced a larger both-primed 

deficit than neutrally related choice words (although the simplest version of ROUSE 

predicted the reverse). Experiment 5 tests the effect of orthographically similar choice 

words upon the both-primed benefit found in associative priming. In this study a single 

prime is presented for 250ms under passive priming conditions; conditions that maximized 

the both-primed benefit in Experiment 4. In the both-primed condition the single prime 

must associate to two choice words, tending to produce semantic similarity between the 

choice words. Nonetheless we decided to vary the degree of both semantic and 

orthographic similarity of the choices in Experiment 5. The target-primed and foil-primed 

conditions are included in this study in order to assess any relationship between preference 

and the expected both-primed benefit.  

 

Method 

69 Indiana University undergraduates participated. In the associative norms (Nelson, 

McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1994) variants of the same word are collapsed. For instance if 

participants are given the word RESERVE, some will respond HOLD and others might 

respond HELD (i.e. HOLD and HELD are collapsed into a single response category). 

Experiment 5 takes advantage of this in order to create a both-primed associative 

condition in which the choice words are orthographically as well as semantically similar. 

Mostly through tense changes such as HOLD/HELD, 105 prime associate triples were 

created. Primes were 3 to 10 letters in length and associates were 4 to 9 letters in length. 

The two variants of the same word differed in only one letter. On every trial, regardless of 

condition, one variant of the same word associate (e.g. HOLD or HELD) was fixed as the 
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target word. Depending upon which condition was being tested, the appropriate prime and 

foil words were then selected. Unlike Experiment 3, fixed target and foil words were used 

to create orthographically and/or semantically dissimilar choice words (in Experiment 3 

these were created by randomly pairing words). For this reason we use the term dissimilar 

choice word similarity for this experiment. 

There were 15 conditions in the experiment: Seven of them were: both-primed with 

dissimilar choice words; both-primed with semantically similar choice words; both-primed 

with orthographically and semantically similar choice words; target-primed with dissimilar 

choice words; target-primed with orthographically similar choice words; foil-primed with 

dissimilar choice words; and foil-primed with orthographically similar choice words. Each 

of these seven conditions had a neither-primed baseline, also using the same pool of 

words, making 14 conditions. Five additional words per triple were required to fill these 

conditions. (Suppose for example in the following discussion that the triple consisted of 

the prime HUM and the target SONG with its variant SING). Three of these five 

additional words were a semantically similar associate foil word (TUNE), a dissimilar foil 

word (HOUR), and an orthographically similar (also one letter different) foil word 

(LONG). In order to create a both-primed test with orthographically and semantically 

dissimilar words, it was necessary to use a different prime word. For instance the prime 

THEME associates to the target SONG as well as to the foil IDEA. The fifteenth 

condition was a thus a re-test of the target primed condition with dissimilar choice words 

using this new prime word (prime: THEME, target: SONG, and foil: HOUR). This was 

done to measure whether the two pools of prime words produced equivalent amounts of 

priming/preference. Table 6 lists the basic 15 conditions illustrated with the specific 
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SONG/SING example. The average association strengths were as follows: targets = .16, 

semantically similar foils = .12, targets when primed with the alternate prime used for 

testing neutral similarity choice words = .11, and dissimilar foils = .11. 

Each of the 15 conditions was repeated 7 times scattered within the block of 

experimental trials. Primes appeared for 250ms. The 2-AFC screen consisted of choice 

alternatives presented above and below each other. All other aspects of the experiment 

were similar to the passive version of Experiments 1. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The mean accuracy results are found in Table 6. As hoped, the two pools of prime 

words were equally effective; there was no difference in performance between the target-

primed condition with dissimilar choice words when the primary primes (.803) and 

alternate primes (.795) were used, t(68) = .34, p = .74. Since a different pool of foil words 

was used for each of the primed conditions, separate ANOVA’s were run for the both-

primed, target-primed, and foil-primed sets of conditions. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 6 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

For the both-primed conditions, there was no main effect of priming condition (i.e. 

both-primed versus neither-primed), F(1,68) = 1.41, p = .24, no main effect of choice 

word similarity, F(2,67) = 1.39, p = .26, and no interaction between priming condition and 

choice word similarity, F(2,67) = .04, p = .97. The failure to obtain a benefit for the both-

primed conditions is surprising, since these conditions are in many respects a replication of 
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Experiment 4. Two possibilities come to mind. Although the association strengths in this 

experiment were comparable to those found in Experiment 4, it is not clear that this 

applies equally to both variants of the same word (e.g. SING versus SONG). The 

associative norms do not include a breakdown by word variant, so one variant might be 

much lower in association strength than the other. This would add additional preferential 

noise into the decision process offsetting any perceptual facilitation. The second, perhaps 

more likely, explanation is insufficient power to observe the small improvement in 

performance due to associative priming: Even though the results did not reach 

significance, for all three types of choice word similarity, the both-primed conditions 

exceeded the corresponding neither-primed conditions. This experiment included 483 data 

points per condition whereas Experiment 4 included 1128 data points per condition (after 

collapsing target duration). 

Within the foil-primed conditions, there was a main effect of priming condition 

(neither-primed versus foil-primed), F(1,68) = 8.52, p < .01, and a main effect of choice 

word similarity, F(1,68) = 8.03, p < .01, but no interaction between priming condition and 

choice word similarity, F(1,68) = 1.00, p = .32. Within the target-primed conditions, there 

was a main effect of priming condition (neither-primed versus target-primed), F(1,68) = 

13.82, p < .001, and a main effect of choice word similarity, F(1,68) = 6.38, p < .025, but 

no interaction between priming condition and choice word similarity, F(1,68) = .003, p = 

.95. Since the foil-primed conditions decreased as compared to their neither-primed 

conditions while the target-primed conditions increased as compared to their neither-

primed conditions, there was a tendency to choose the word related to the prime (i.e. a 
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positive preference). Furthermore, this tendency was relatively unaffected by choice word 

similarity. 

In summary, the results of Experiment 5 emphasize the small magnitude, and difficulty 

of obtaining, a both-primed benefit with associative priming. In both this (passive priming) 

study and the passive group in Experiment 3 there was a tendency to choose the related 

word regardless of choice word similarity.  

 

Experiment 6: Associative and Orthographic Priming 

 

Experiment 4 succeeded while Experiments 1 and 5 failed to obtain a both-primed 

benefit with associative priming. Experiment 6 tests whether finding such a benefit 

depends on visual location and association directionality between prime and target, and 

upon active or passive prime processing. In addition, this study explores the presence and 

direction of any preference for prime related words as a function of the type of prime (i.e. 

associative versus orthographic priming); in one set of conditions a single prime word is 

used that is orthographically similar to both choice words. 

To explore the effect of visual location, primes appear above and below the central 

location (as in Experiments 1-3) but the same prime word appears in both locations.  

Association directionality is broken into 3 different categories. In a symmetrical 

association, the prime associates to the target and/or foil that associates back to the prime. 

In an asymmetrical forward association, the prime associates to the target and/or foil that 

does not associate back to the prime. In an asymmetrical backward association, the prime 

associates to neither choice word yet the target and/or foil associates back to the prime. 
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Most experiments select words based upon the forward association strengths without 

reference to the backward association strengths (however see Thompson-Schill, Kurtz, & 

Gabrieli, 1998). Therefore traditional priming studies use some mixture of the symmetrical 

and forward categories. Different theories of representation will predict different results 

for these priming categories. For instance in ROUSE all that matters is shared semantic 

features. Association directionality will play a role only in as much as it reflects differential 

degrees of semantic similarity. ROUSE predicts that these three categories of priming 

should produce qualitatively similar results. 

 

Method 

There were 62 participants in the active priming group and 87 in the passive priming 

group.  

The procedures in Experiment 6 were similar to those of Experiments 1, but only one 

word appeared as the prime instead of two. The one prime word was repeated in two 

locations on the screen corresponding to the two locations where separate prime words 

were displayed in other experiments. Chin rests were not used. 

Four categories of 40 triples were created: three categories with a prime and two 

associates and a fourth category with a prime and two orthographically similar words. For 

the associative categories, all associates were 4 or 5 letters in length and primes were 3-5 

letters in length. In the forward category, primes associated to two associates with an 

average strength of .168. Searching through the norms with these associates as potential 

primes revealed that they did not associate back to the primes with any known strength. 

This does not necessarily imply that they were semantically dissimilar. For example the 
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prime ASHES associates to DUST, but DUST does not associate back to ASHES. In 

selecting these asymmetrical associates it was required that all associates exist in the 

norms as primes. In the backward category two choice words associated to the prime, but 

the prime did not associate to either choice word. The average association strength was 

.260. In the symmetrical category, association strengths were found in both directions with 

an average forward strength of .217 and a backward strength of at least .07. The 

orthographic category was created from 5 letter words. The prime was required to share 4 

out of 5 letters (in the same positions) with each of the choice words (but not necessarily 

the same 4 letters). An additional pool of 336 5-letter words was created for use in the 

practice sessions and threshold duration block.  

A necessity created by the use of a single prime design was differential choice word 

similarity for the neither-primed and both-primed conditions as compared to the target-

primed and foil-primed conditions. For instance, the prime CURVE would be followed by 

a choice between CARVE and CURSE in the orthographic, both primed condition. In this 

example it is impossible to test the target-primed condition with this same high level of 

choice word similarity; the foil would necessarily be similar to the prime. To create the 

target-primed and foil-primed conditions neutral choice words were randomly selected. 

Despite this difference, the neither-primed and both-primed conditions can be compared to 

each other, and likewise the target-primed and foil-primed conditions can be compared to 

each other. To a lesser degree the analogous situation exists for associative priming (i.e. 

the choice words are necessarily somewhat semantically similar to each other only in the 

both-primed and neither-primed conditions).  
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With only one prime, a new task was necessary for active priming. Participants 

performed a simple affect task by rating each prime word as positive or negative. For 

passive priming, the prime was presented for 250 ms (see Experiment 4 for the rationale 

behind this duration). Each of the four categories of words was tested in each of the 4 

basic priming conditions. These 16 conditions each appeared 10 times distributed 

throughout the experiment. Table 7 contains specific examples of these 16 conditions. All 

other procedures were as explained in the General Method section. 

 

Results 

For the active priming group, participants took an average of 1179 ms performing the 

affect rating task. 

There were no differences across the three types of associative priming: for the passive 

group, F(2,85) = 1.01, p =.37, and for the active group, F(2,60) = .55, p = .58. There 

were also no interactions between these priming types and the four priming conditions: for 

the passive group, F(6,81) = 1.21, p = .31, as well as for the active group, F(6,56) = .71, p 

= .65. Therefore the three types of associative priming are collapsed. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 7 and Figure 13 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Figure 13 shows the priming results separately for orthographic priming and the 

average of the three types of associative priming and Table 7 shows the separate results. 

Including orthographic priming, there were differences across the four types of priming: 

for the passive group, F(3,84) = 27.78, p < .001, and for the active group, F(3,59) = 
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11.86, p < .001. These differences interacted with the four priming conditions: for the 

passive group, F(9,78) = 6.40, p < .001, and for the active group, F(9,53) = 2.99, p < .01. 

Since there were no differences between the three types of associative priming, these 

differences with the inclusion of orthographic priming reflect differences between 

associative and orthographic priming. 

The results for the orthographic priming conditions appear similar to the repetition 

priming results of Experiments 1-3, for both the passive and active groups. A both-primed 

deficit was observed for the passive group, t(86) = 6.74, p < .001, as well as for the active 

group, t(61) = 2.27, p < .025. The usual check for the existence of preferential effects 

cannot be performed since the neither-primed / foil-primed and target-primed / both-

primed comparisons are confounded with choice word similarity. However the tendency to 

respond with a word related, or unrelated, to the prime is also indicative of preferential 

effects, and these were clear: for the passive group there was a tendency to choose the 

word orthographically related to the prime, t(86) = 3.63, p < .001, whereas for the active 

group there was a tendency to choose the word not orthographically related to the prime, 

t(61) = 2.56, p < .01.  

For associative priming in the passive group there was a both-primed benefit (although 

small in magnitude), t(86) = 2.78, p < .005; for the active group, there was no both-

primed deficit or benefit, t(61) = .48, p = .64. There was a tendency to choose the word 

associatively related to the prime regardless of the manner in which the prime was viewed: 

for the passive group, t(86) = 7.97, p < .001, and for the active group, t(61) = 2.86; p < 

.005. 
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Discussion 

The both-primed associative benefit found in Experiment 4 is replicated in this study 

with the prime(s) displayed in a different location than the target: Associative priming with 

a single passively viewed prime presented in two locations for 250ms produces a small 

both-primed benefit. This benefit with passive priming as well as the tendency to choose 

prime related choice words was observed regardless of the direction of association (see 

Table 7). The uniformity of priming regardless of association directionality suggests a 

theory, such as ROUSE, in which feature overlap, not production, is the crucial 

determinant of preferential and perceptual aspects of priming. This result is in agreement 

with a recent study finding associative priming in lexical decision regardless of association 

direction (Thompson-Schill, Kurtz & Gabrieli, 1998). In our experiment, the perceptual 

benefit occurred across different visual locations, so the finding of such a benefit is not 

dependent upon prime and target occupying the same screen location. As we have noted 

before, the ROUSE theory in its present form cannot predict both-primed benefits. 

Possible mechanisms for such perceptual benefits are taken up in the General Discussion. 

Similar to the repetition priming results and most of the orthographic priming results in 

Experiments 1-3, orthographic priming in this study produced both-primed deficits for 

both the passive and active groups. Also similar to the results of earlier studies, 

orthographic priming produced a switch in the direction of preference between passive and 

active priming. In contrast, associative priming in the present study produced no such 

switch; for both the passive and active groups there was a tendency to choose related 

words. Figure 8 (and the related discussion following Experiment 2, titled ‘ROUSE and 

Prime Similarity’) explains ROUSE’s ability to predict this complex pattern of 
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interactions: High values of ρ correspond to orthographic priming and produce predictions 

as shown in the right hand regions of the upper and lower panels of Figure 8 for passive 

and active priming. Low values of ρ correspond to associative priming, and produce 

predictions for passive and active priming as shown in the left hand regions of the upper 

and lower panels of Figure 8.  

 

ROUSE Predictions for Experiment 6 

The parameter estimates for Experiment 6 are given in Table 3. Separate values of ρ 

are fit to the four conditions of passive and active prime processing crossed with 

associative and orthographic priming. With only one prime word, the neither-primed and 

both-primed choice words were necessarily similar to each other. In the model we 

assumed independent sampling of features resulting in a choice word similarity of ρ2 for 

these two conditions.  

The predictions given in Figure 13 show ROUSE captures the qualitative trends found 

in Experiment 6 with the exception of the both-primed benefit with passive associative 

priming. This benefit is outside the scope of ROUSE and will be taken up in the section 

titled, ‘Short-term Priming Theories and Perceptual Effects’ in the General Discussion.  

There are a few quantitative mispredictions in Figure 13. Some of the mismatch might 

be due to parameter estimates chosen partly to try to capture the both-primed associative 

benefit (impossible for this version of ROUSE). In addition, as in Experiment 3, we 

suspected subject differences may have contributed to the quantitative mispredictions, and 

explored model extensions in which β was sampled from a distribution of values. This 
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change improved the quantitative predictions, but will not be discussed further in this 

thesis (for the reasons enunciated in the ROUSE predictions for Experiment 3).  

 

Experiment(s) 7: Compound Word Priming for Constituents 

 

This section consists of five perceptual identification studies with 2-AFC testing that 

use compound words as primes. On half the trials, the two constituent words of a 

compound prime word appear as target and foil choice alternatives (i.e. both-primed) 

while on the other half of trials, constituents of some other compound word appear as 

choice alternatives (i.e. neither-primed).  

One theoretical issue not addressed directly by any of the previous experiments is 

feature alignment: In order for prime features to activate the same representation as the 

target flash (thus causing preference), it is critical that the features are aligned properly. 

The details of such an alignment process are not addressed in this thesis. However one 

aspect of this issue can be explored by using primes whose parts, rather than wholes, 

match the subsequent choice words. For instance, for a both-primed test, the prime 

TAXICABS is followed by the threshold presentation of CABS and then a choice between 

TAXI and CABS. If such a presentation mode reduces the success of aligning features, 

then the ROUSE model would predict generally smaller effects, including less both-primed 

interference. 

Using traditional measures of priming, various results have been found with compound 

words. In long-term repetition priming, Reinitz and Demb (1994) found prior exposure to 

compound words facilitated stem-completion for both intact and re-paired constituents 
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whereas with perceptual identification only intact constituents revealed an advantage. 

Osgood and Hoosain (1974) found prior exposure to noun phrases, single constituents, 

and re-paired compounds facilitated later perceptual identification on constituents, 

whereas prior exposure to intact compounds produced no such advantage. In short-term 

associative priming tested with lexical decision, Sandra (1990) found semantically opaque 

compounds were not facilitated by priming a constituent (e.g. prime: BREAD target: 

BUTTERCUP) however semantically transparent compounds were facilitated (e.g. prime: 

COFFE target: TEASPOON). These results prompted the use of intact and re-paired 

compound primes and the separation of compounds into different categories according to 

the extent of phonemic, morphological, and semantic similarity between the compounds 

and their constituents. 

The reported experiments use only both-primed and neither-primed conditions. Two 

constituent words appear side by side without a separating space; on half the trials this 

string comprises a valid compound word and on the other half of trials the string consists 

of randomly re-paired constituents (except in Experiment 7c which only uses intact 

compound words). In experiment 7a, 7d, and 7e active priming is realized through a 

lexical decision on intact vs. re-paired constituents. In other words, the task is to respond 

whether the prime is a valid compound word. 

 

Experiment 7a 

Method 

There were 41 participants in Experiment 7a. 
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Four categories of compound words were used. The first two categories were 

considered nominal in that they were nominally compounds based upon orthography but 

would not typically be considered compounds. Nominal compound were divided into 

those that contained less phonemic similarity between their constituents and the whole 

compound, labeled orthographic compounds, and those that were more phonemically 

similar, labeled orthographic and phonemic. An example of an orthographic compound is 

COVERAGE breaking into the constituents COVE and RAGE. An example of an 

orthographic and phonemic compound is PLEASING breaking into the constituents 

PLEA and SING. The remaining two categories of compounds were what would be 

considered regular compounds. These were divided into compounds whose meaning was 

opaque given the constituents (e.g. BEEFCAKE) and compounds whose meaning was 

transparent given the constituents (e.g. TAXICABS). 

There were 48 compounds that fell into these 4 different categories of compounds. 

Breaking these down by word length, 12 compounds were 6 letters long, 24 compounds 

were 8 letters long, and the remaining 12 compounds were 10 letters long. In all cases 

both constituents contained the same number of letters. The design fully crossed number 

of letters with intact/re-paired, both-primed/neither-primed, and whether the target was 

the left or right constituent. The 2-AFC was presented as a top/down choice and the 

position of the target was randomly counterbalanced. The left and right constituents were 

always presented in their corresponding left/right positions in the compound prime even 

when the prime was a re-paired compound. In the course of the experiment, all 

constituents appeared on only one trial. 
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Active priming was accomplished with a lexical decision on the compound prime 

word. Following one second of fixation point and one second of blank screen, the 

compound prime word appeared for one second during which participants were instructed 

to give a lexical decision response. Specifically they were instructed to hit a “YES” button 

if the letter string comprised a valid compound word and a “NO” button if the letter string 

consisted of two words randomly stuck together. At the end of the one second of prime 

presentation, a tone was played for one second if no response was given. If a response was 

given within the allotted time, but the response was incorrect, a higher tone was played for 

one second at the time of response in order to provide feedback. No tones were heard if 

the correct response was given within the one second interval. Regardless of when or if a 

response was given, the prime remained on screen for one second. The target flash 

immediately followed the prime, in the same location, followed by a one second pattern 

mask (minus the target duration), and then the 2-AFC display. Two different buttons were 

used in the 2-AFC corresponding to the top and bottom words. 

72 additional compound words were used in a single practice session of 36 trials. 

These trials consisted of 18 intact neither-primed and 18 re-paired neither-primed 

presentations. Target duration was adjusted on the basis of these practice trials in 

increments of 29ms. Following practice participants received a single block of 128 

experimental trials. All other procedures were same as found in Experiment 1. Specific 

examples of each of the 16 basic conditions (4 types of compounds by intact/re-paired by 

neither-primed/both-primed) can be found in Table 8. In actuality there were 32 conditions 

since each of the 16 basic conditions was run with the left constituent as target as well as 

with the right constituent as target. 
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---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 8 and Figure 14 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Results and Discussion 

The active priming lexical decision task proved to be very difficult with average 

performance only 70% for responses made within the 1 second time limit. This low 

performance level partly represents an uncontrolled factor: In randomly re-pairing 

constituents, occasionally valid compounds are created.  

Before analyzing perceptual identification performance as a function of priming 

condition, type of compound, and intact vs. re-paired, an analysis of the left/right position 

of the target constituent within the compound prime was performed. This analysis is 

crucial to theories of feature alignment. If feature alignment occurs solely on the basis of 

left or right justification, then any effects of the other variables should occur only when the 

target is in the corresponding left of right position. In other words, left/right target 

position should interact with the other variables. An ANOVA revealed no main effect of 

left/right position, F(1,40) = .07, p = .79, and left/right position did not interact with 

priming condition, F(1,40) = .17, p = .68, type of compound, F(3,38) = 1.80, p = .16, or 

intact/re-paired compound presentation, F(1,40) = 1.15, p = .29 (all higher order 

interactions were non-significant as well). Therefore the results shown in Table 8 and 

Figure 14 are collapsed across left/right position. Considering the effect of priming 

condition reported next, this suggests feature alignment is either automatic or some 

mixture of left and right justified. 
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Accuracy levels are shown in the appropriate column of Table 8. In keeping with 

previous experiments using two primes, a single compound prime produced a deficit for 

repetitions of its constituents, F(1,40) = 8.61, p < .01. This deficit did not interact with 

type of compound, F(3,38) = 1.44, p = .25, or with intact/re-paired compound 

presentation, F(1,40) = 2.08, p = .16. There was a main effect of type of compound, 

F(3,38) = 5.87, p < .005, but not of intact/re-paired, F(1,40) =  .93, p = .34, and these 

variables did not interact, F(3,38) = 1.53, p = .22. The results support those of previous 

experiments: Repetition priming both alternatives results in a performance deficit that is 

largely independent of manipulations of phonemic and semantic similarity and is therefore 

assumed to arise from orthographic similarity. That this deficit occurs when primes are 

presented as a compound word and left/right target position doesn’t matter suggest a 

relatively automatic feature alignment process. The magnitude of the both-primed deficit is 

less than that seen in previous experiments. This lessening of the prime interference might 

be due to inaccuracies in the feature alignment process (a mixture of left/right justified) or 

the specific manner in which the compounds were presented (only for 1 second in a 

speeded lexical decision task). 

The only interaction that approached significance was between priming condition and 

intact/re-paired compound presentation. As seen in Experiment 7e, this possible 

interaction is replicated and deserves closer examination. Collapsing across type of 

compound (and left/right target position), performance as a function of intact/re-paired 

compound presentation is shown in Figure 14. For intact compound presentation there is a 

clear both-primed deficit, t(40) = 3.24, p < .0025, but for re-paired compound 

presentation there is no difference with priming condition, t(40) = 1.33, p = .19. 
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Explanations for this interaction are not immediately obvious. Possibly prime processing is 

less extensive for re-paired compound presentation since this condition corresponds to a 

“NO” lexical decision judgment. Essentially the compound might be quickly dismissed in 

this condition (although not always given the poor performance levels in lexical decision). 

A close examination of Table 8 reveals what might be considered an interaction 

between nominal vs. regular compounds and priming condition. It appears that the both-

primed deficit is larger for regular compounds and this was demonstrated with t-tests. 

However, as seen in Experiment 7d, this trend is seen to reverse and therefore 

explanations are not considered. 

 

Experiment 7b 

Experiment 7a found a both-primed deficit with compound prime presentations under 

conditions of active priming. Experiment 7b examines whether this deficit exists with 

passive priming. 

 

Method 

There were 51 participants in Experiment 7b. Experiment 7b was identical to 

Experiment 7a except the lexical decision task was dropped. Compound prime words 

were still presented for one second. Target duration was determined in increments of 

14ms.  
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Results and Discussion 

An ANOVA revealed no main effect of left/right target position, F(1,50) = .38, p = 

.54, and no interaction between left/right target position and priming condition, F(1,50) = 

.58, p = .45, or intact/re-paired compound presentation, F(1,50) = .45, p = .51. There was 

an interaction between left/right target position and type of compound, F(3,48) = 2.90, p 

< .05, but this most likely reflects item differences since left and right constituents are 

separate pools of words. The accuracy results collapsed across left/right target position 

are shown in the appropriate column of Table 8. There was no main effect of priming 

condition, F(1,50) = .48, p = .49, and no interaction between priming condition and type 

of compound, F(3,48) = .62, p = .61, or intact/re-paired compound presentation, F(1,50) 

= .55, p = .46. Unlike previous experiments, passive priming completely eliminated the 

both-primed deficit.  

If passive priming causes less prime interference, the relatively small both-primed 

deficit seen in Experiment 7a might have been lessened to the point of being unobservable 

given the power of this experiment. If this were true, why wasn’t a consistent trend of 

diminished both-primed deficit with passive priming observed in previous experiments? 

The answer might lie in the specific prime durations used in each experiment. In previous 

experiments prime duration was not controlled since participants had as much time as 

needed to respond. As a result, primes were presented for several seconds in active 

priming whereas the primes were typically presented for only half a second with passive 

priming. If shorter prime durations produce greater both-primed deficits (up to some limit: 

near-threshold prime durations would not be expected to produce as much interference) 

but passive priming diminishes both-primed deficits, these two factors might have offset in 
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previous experiments. Prime duration is kept constant across Experiments 7a and 7b and 

this allowed the effect of active vs. passive prime processing to be revealed independent of 

prime duration.  

Some support for idea of increased prime interference with shorter prime durations 

can be found in Experiment 6. The passive priming condition of Experiment 6 used a 

250ms prime duration and the magnitude of the both-primed deficit with orthographic 

priming is sizable (especially considering the small both-primed deficit seen in Experiment 

2 with passive orthographic priming). Additionally, given the assumption in ROUSE of 

source confusion, there is face validity to the idea of increased interference for shorter 

prime durations: Shorter durations make it more difficult to visually parse the prime and 

target and lead to more source confusion. 

 

Experiment 7c 

Experiment 7c is a further test of passive priming with compound primes. Unlike 

Experiment 7b, only intact compound primes are presented. In addition, the specifics of 

the visual sequence are changed. These changes are in accord with the results of 

Humphreys, Besner, & Quinlan (1988). They found a deficit in repetition priming as 

measured with the traditional form of perceptual identification with 300ms of prime 

duration. The task was to identify the upper case target and primes were always presented 

in lower case. A secondary task was to write down the identity of the primes (similar to 

our active priming manipulations). On the assumption that the priming deficit was due to 

an inability to visually parse the prime and target, they modified prime presentation by 

presenting primes for 180ms followed by 120ms of pattern mask prior to the target flash. 
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In addition the secondary task was dropped. These changes caused the priming deficit to 

change to a priming advantage. Experiment 7c adopts the presentation sequence of 

Humphreys et al. in order to see if a similar change to a positive repetition effect occurs 

when preference is controlled. 

 

Method 

There were 21 participants in Experiment 7c. The design was similar to Experiment 7b 

except in the following aspects. Only intact compound prime words were presented 

doubling the number of data points per condition per subject. Following 250ms of fixation 

point and 250ms of blank screen, primes were presented for 200ms followed by 100ms of 

pattern masking and then the target flash. The target was subsequently backward masked 

by a 250ms pattern mask (minus the duration of the target). Target duration was 

determined in increments of 8ms as determined by 72 practice trials (all practice trials 

were both-primed). Compound prime words were presented in lower case, but all other 

presentations were in upper case. 

 

Results and Discussion 

An ANOVA revealed no main effect of left/right target position, F(1,20) = .84, p = 

.37, and no interaction between left/right target position and priming condition, F(1,20) = 

.64, p = .43, or type of compound, F(3,18) = .08, p = .97. The accuracy results collapsed 

across left/right target position are shown in the appropriate column of Table 8. There was 

no main effect of priming condition, F(1,20) = .57, p = .46, and no interaction between 

priming condition and type of compound, F(3,18) = 1.76, p = .19. Adopting the 
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presentation sequence that produced a change from negative to positive repetition priming 

with the traditional form of perceptual identification (Humphreys et al., 1988) did not 

produce such a change when preference was controlled with both-primed 2-AFC. In light 

of the discussion associated with Experiment 7b, it might be thought that the shorter prime 

duration of this experiment would produce a greater both-primed deficit. However such an 

effect might have been offset by the placement of an intervening mask between the prime 

and target making it easier to visually separate prime from target. 

 

Experiment 7d 

So far all the reported experiments have only looked at short-term priming. In long-

term repetition priming, Ratcliff and McKoon (1997) fail to find either a both-primed 

deficit or advantage. In their experiments several minutes and many intervening words 

separate study of the primes from their subsequent tests as targets and foils. In our 

experiments we consistently find a both-primed deficit with short-term repetition priming. 

It is not clear how much delay between study and test is necessary before the both-primed 

deficit disappears. If, as assumed in ROUSE, the both-primed deficit is due to source 

confusion, then the both-primed deficit should disappear with relatively short delays. 

Experiment 7d tests this theory by repeating Experiment 7a, in which a both-primed deficit 

was observed, but instead of the compound primes appearing immediately prior to the 

target flash, the repeated constituents are presented as compound primes on the trial prior 

to their appearance as target and foil (i.e. lag one priming). 
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Method 

There were 38 participants in Experiment 7d. The design was similar to Experiment 7a 

except in the following aspects. Following 250ms of fixation point and 250ms of blank 

screen, upper case compound primes were presented until a non-speeded lexical decision 

response was given. The lexical decision was non-speeded in order to maximize any 

potential effect the prime might have on the subsequent trial. As in Experiment 7a, error 

feedback was given in the form of a tone for incorrect responses. After a lexical decision 

was made, the compound prime was followed by 250ms of pattern masking and then the 

target flash. This intervening pattern mask was supposed to provide an opportunity to 

prepare for the target flash. In this experiment the repeated constituent words were seen in 

the compound of the previous trial so source confusion is not an issue and an intervening 

mask should be irrelevant to any priming effects. The target was subsequently backward 

masked by a 250ms pattern mask (minus the duration of the target). Target duration was 

determined in increments of 8ms as determined by 72 practice trials (all practice trials 

were lag one both-primed except the first). All presentations were in upper case. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Participants took an average of 950ms (which was therefore the average prime 

duration) responding to the compound primes and did so with an average accuracy of 

.834. This is substantially better performance than occurred in Experiment 7a suggesting 

the primes were highly processed. 

An ANOVA revealed a main effect of left/right target position, F(1,37) = 11.38, p < 

.0025, as well as an interaction between left/right target position and type of compound, 
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F(3,35) = 3.72, p < .05, both of which presumably reflect item differences. Importantly, 

left/right target position did not interact with priming condition, F(1,37) = .11, p = .74, or 

intact/re-paired compound presentation, F(1,37) = .05, p = .83, and the accuracy results 

are therefore collapsed across left/right target position as shown in the appropriate column 

of Table 8.  

As in Experiments 7b and 7c, there was no main effect of priming condition, F(1,37) = 

.29, p = .59, and no interaction between priming condition and type of compound, F(3,35) 

= 2.47, p = .08, or intact/re-paired compound presentation, F(1,37) = .80, p = .38. As 

might be expected by the ROUSE theory, the both-primed deficit with active priming seen 

in Experiment 7a disappears when there is a lag of one trial between presentation of 

constituents and their subsequent reappearance as target and foil alternatives. This result 

lends some credence to source confusion as a short-term priming mechanism. 

 

Experiment 7e 

Given the null findings of Experiments 7b-7d, the both-primed deficit seen in 

Experiment 7a might seem questionable. Therefore we decided to replicate Experiment 7a 

with some slight modifications to the display sequence and with different stimuli. A nearly 

significant interaction in Experiment 7a suggested that the both-primed deficit was larger 

for nominal compounds as compared to regular compounds. However there was no 

difference between the two types of nominal compounds and likewise there was no 

difference between the two types of regular compounds. The next experiment compiles 

new lists of nominal and regular compounds without regard to phonemic and semantic 

similarity. 
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The results of Experiment 7c and 7d suggest that additional cues (visual or temporal) 

can be used to eliminate source confusion and therefore eliminate priming. This idea is 

further tested in a second set of conditions in the next experiment that are identical in 

every respect except for the inclusion of additional visual cues useful for separating the 

prime and target. 

 

Method 

There were 59 participants in Experiment 7d.  

New stimuli were created without reference to the phonemic similarity of the nominal 

compounds to their constituents and without reference to the semantic similarity of the 

regular compounds to their constituents. In total 80 regular and 80 nominal compounds 

were 8 letters in length and 44 regular and 44 nominal compounds were 6 letters in 

length. As before both constituents contained the same number of letters. Unlike previous 

experiments, the left/right target position was not fully crossed with the other variables 

and was instead randomly counterbalanced. All the other variables were fully crossed with 

one another (top/down position of the target in the 2-AFC was randomly counterbalanced 

as in the previous designs).  

The procedures were similar to Experiment 7a except in the following aspects. 

Following 500ms of fixation point and 500ms of blank screen, compound primes were 

presented for 1500ms and lexical decision responses could be given during the first 

1000ms of prime presentation. The target flash subsequently occurred followed by a 

backward pattern mask for 500ms (minus the duration of the target). Feedback through 

tones was given in the same manner as Experiment 7a. Target duration was determined in 
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increments of 8ms based upon performance on 72 trials. The threshold determination trials 

were preceded by 24 practice trials. Both the initial practice trials and the threshold 

determination trials were run without visual separation cues (which are described below). 

Following the threshold determination trials, a block of 32 experimental practice trials was 

given in order that participants adjust to variations in the visual sequence appearing with 

the introduction of conditions with visual separation cues. All trials throughout the 

experiment drew upon the same stimuli. There were two blocks of 72 experimental trials. 

On half the experimental trials all words were presented in upper case Times Roman 

font and followed the display sequence listed above. The other half of trials added visual 

separation cues designed to make it easier to visually parse the prime and target. Unlike 

the upper case Times Roman target, primes were presented in lower case Cambridge font 

(old English). Furthermore, primes appeared only for the 1000ms during which a lexical 

decision response could be given. Then the lower case prime was followed by 500ms of 

pattern masking prior to the upper case target flash (this kept the SOA of priming 

equivalent with or without visual separation cues). Conditions with and without these 

visual cues were run with all levels of the other variables. In total this led to 16 condtions 

(with/without visual separation cues by regular/nominal compounds by neither/both 

primed by intact/re-paired compound presentation). Specific examples of these 16 

conditions can be found in Table 9. 

---------------------------------------------------------- 

Insert Table 9 and Figure 15 about here 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
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Results and Discussion 

Again, the speeded lexical decision task proved to be very difficult with average 

performance only 67% for responses made within the 1 second time limit. 

An ANOVA on the left/right target position could not be performed since left/right 

position was randomly counterbalanced and there were many missing cells in crossing 

left/right position with the basic 16 conditions. 

The accuracy results are shown in Table 9. There was no main effect of priming 

condition, F(1,58) = .89, p = .35, and priming condition did not interact with type of 

compound, F(1,58) = ..92, p = .34, intact/re-paired compound presentation, F(1,58) = .24, 

p = .62, or the inclusion of visual separation cues, F(1,58) = .57, p = .45. At first glance it 

would appear that there were no effects of priming (but see below). 

There was a main effect for the inclusion of visual separation cues (overall accuracy 

was higher), F(1,58) = 18.72, p < .001, and a nearly significant three-way interaction 

between visual separation cues, priming condition and intact/re-paired compound 

presentation, F(1,58) = 3.77, p = .057. It is this three-way interaction that reveals a both-

primed deficit thus replicating Experiment 7a as shown in Figure 15 (collapsed across 

regular and nominal compounds). Essentially, as in Experiment 7a, there was an 

interaction between priming condition and intact/re-paired compound presentation, but the 

interaction only occurred without visual separation cues. Only with intact compound 

presentation and no visual separation cues was a both-primed deficit observed, t(58) = 

2.10, p < .025. In other words, both the manipulations of presenting primes as re-paired 

compounds and the inclusion of visual separation cues eliminated the both-primed deficit. 

Presumably re-paired presentation eliminated the deficit because compound primes were 
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processed to a lesser extent and visual separation cues eliminated the deficit because prime 

and target were more readily visually parsed reducing source confusion. The overall 

increase in performance with visual separation cues lends support to the second claim: The 

neither-primed condition presumably suffers some source confusion since orthographic 

overlap was not controlled; therefore visual separation cues would lead to an increase in 

performance in this condition (as well as an increase in the both-primed condition). 

There was a main effect of type of compound (presumably due to item differences), 

F(1,58) = 16.72, p < .001, but type of compound did not interact with any of the other 

variables and was not involved in any higher order interactions. Nevertheless, an 

examination of Table 9 shows a trend that is in opposition to the trend observed in 

Experiment 7a: The both-primed deficit for intact compounds without visual separation 

cues was stronger for the regular compounds than it was for the nominal compounds. 

 

General Discussion for Experiment 7 

In all the versions of Experiment 7, prime strings that were not words (i.e. re-paired 

constituent words) produced little in the way of effects. Therefore the discussion to follow 

is restricted to the case of priming by intact compound words. It is not clear why the re-

paired compounds failed to produce any priming effects. Since such re-paired compounds 

are not valid words, participants might have devoted fewer resources to processing them; 

if so, even in the active priming experiments, the re-paired compounds may have acted like 

passive primes. Such an account would be consistent with the finding that passive priming 

generally failed to produce effects. Why passive processing of compound primes should 

fail to produce both-primed deficits is less clear, unless problems of alignment generally 
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reduce effect size. Unlike the passive/active manipulations of Experiments 1-3 and 6, the 

passive/active manipulation in these experiments used a fixed prime duration; this control 

of prime duration might also account for the change in the magnitude of the both-primed 

deficit between passive and active. 

Experiment 7a and 7e used active short-term priming, and consistent with, but not as 

large as, the results for repetition priming, both-primed deficits were found. These deficits 

were independent of the type of compound suggesting orthography was the main 

component of priming. 

Experiments 7b and 7c demonstrated that the both-primed deficits disappeared with 

various types of passive priming. Considering that the duration of prime presentation was 

held constant between the active experiment (7a) and the corresponding passive 

experiment (7b), this suggests the passive/active manipulations of Experiments 1-3 and 6 

were due to more than just different amount of prime exposure. 

Experiment 7d demonstrated that the both-primed deficit disappeared under active 

priming when the compound word was presented in the trial prior to the trial in which the 

constituents were tested. This result suggests that the both-primed deficit truly is a short-

term phenomenon. Experiment 7e, besides replicating the basic finding of a both-primed 

deficit, demonstrated that the both-primed deficit disappeared when additional visual cues 

were presented to separate the prime from the target flash. The results of 7d and 7e lend 

credence to the ideas found in ROUSE: Preference and interference result from prime 

induced activation (short-term) and an inability to discriminate the source of activation 

(which could presumably be overcome through the use of additional visual cues). 
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Although the effects were somewhat unreliable across experiments, the simplest 

interpretation of the results taken together holds that compound word primes act generally 

like separate word primes, except that the difficulty of alignment reduces the magnitude of 

the effects, so that only intact compounds and active processing produce significant 

effects. 

 

General Discussion 

 

For many researchers and theorists, the present findings may suggest a new way of 

interpreting short-term priming. With a few notable exceptions (Johnston & Hale, 1984; 

Hochaus & Johnston, 1996; Masson & Borowsky, 1998), previous short-term priming 

studies leave ambiguous whether the effects of priming are due to perception or 

preference. The best method we have found to distinguish these involves the use of prime 

related foil items within a forced-choice task. Using such methods, we obtained strong 

conclusions, and believe the theoretical implications extend to other short-term priming 

paradigms such as lexical decision, naming, and the usual form of perceptual identification.  

Our studies demonstrate that associative primes can produce perceptual facilitation.  

However, such effects are found less reliably and are smaller in magnitude than preference 

effects. Preference effects were found for nearly all experiments and types of primes. 

Therefore it seems likely that the advantage for related targets found in many prior studies 

is largely due to what we have termed preference effects. These effects are not to be 

confused with bias in a signal detection sense, and are not to be cast aside as uninteresting; 
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they are important, highly constraining for theory, and form the basis for the ROUSE 

model. 

It is particularly important that we were able to reverse the direction of preference 

through the use of passive versus active processing of primes. Interpretation of prior 

studies is even more difficult because in many cases it is unclear whether the procedures 

induced participants to process primes actively or passively (in ROUSE terms, over- or 

under-estimate α). Under such circumstances it is not surprising that overviews of this 

literature (e.g. Neely, 1991), reveal a complex and often seemingly contradictory array of 

results. 

 

The Effects of Passive versus Active Prime Processing 

At present we do not have the data to explicate fully the nature of the passive/active 

manipulation. For example, except for Experiment 7 (which lacked the target-primed and 

foil-primed conditions necessary for determining the direction of preference), all our 

experiments confound the passive/active manipulation with prime duration. A recent study 

in our lab, to be reported elsewhere, varied prime duration under passive instructions; the 

results showed longer prime durations produced effects like those of active priming, but 

somewhat smaller in magnitude. Interpretation remains ambiguous, because, for example, 

longer prime exposure might lead participants to engage in more elaborate (i.e. more 

active) processing of primes. 

We surveyed extant models and did not locate any candidates that appeared to have 

mechanisms capable of predicting the present passive/active differences. In ROUSE we 

assume that there are multiple possible sources for an activated feature, and the possible 
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sources must be taken into account when calculating the evidence values that enter into a 

Bayesian decision process. Under- or over-estimation of the probability that that a feature 

can be activated by the primes is the key factor that allows ROUSE to predict the 

differences between active and passive prime processing.  

In one interpretation consistent with our model, one system (perhaps a version of 

working memory) has full access to the primes and their features, presumably due to the 

primes being presented well above perceptual threshold (and perhaps due to their being 

attended sufficiently well). Only when this system informs the word recognition system 

concerning the features common to the primes and choices can preference be removed or 

reversed within the decision process. This reasoning suggests an alternate interpretation of 

the passive/active manipulation in terms of prime availability. In the passive condition, 

primes only appear for half a second and participants are not instructed to pay close 

attention to the primes. As a result, the identities and the individual features of the primes 

might not always or all be available at the time of the 2-AFC decision. To the extent that 

the features of the primes are not known, preference removal (i.e. discounting of evidence) 

cannot take place and a preference for prime related words will result. Thus a different 

implementation of ROUSE than the one we used could hold that participants are always 

excessive in their estimation of α, in both active and passive conditions, but features that 

are shared between the primes and choices are not discounted when they are not noticed 

to be present in primes. This idea is further discussed in the subliminal priming section 

below. In any event we lack the experiments at present to separate these two, nearly 

equivalent, explanations. 
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Orthography versus Associations 

One puzzle in the short-term priming literature has been an almost universal 

observation of facilitation for semantic and associative priming whereas orthographic, 

phonemic, and repetition priming often produce facilitation but sometimes produce deficits 

(e.g. Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1974; Humphreys, Besner, & Quinlan, 1988; Lukatela & 

Turvey, 1996; Dominguez & de Vega, 1997). Our implementation of the ROUSE model 

suggests an answer to this asymmetry of results. Two factors must both be present for the 

unrelated choice to be favored: First, evidence consistent with the prime must be 

discounted to a greater degree than optimal (which occurs in our studies in the active 

priming conditions); second, the similarity of the prime to the choice must be very high. 

These conditions can both be satisfied for orthographic and repetition priming, but 

associative and semantic priming necessarily involve lower levels of similarity, at least for 

the types of tasks we use in this thesis. 

To reiterate the role played in ROUSE by similarity of prime to target, consider again 

Figure 8 and the attendant discussion. Almost all of the studies in the literature correspond 

to the target-primed condition of Figure 8. For low similarity primes (i.e. low ρ), 

corresponding to associative/semantic priming, the target-primed condition is always 

above the neither-primed condition (i.e. a positive effect of priming) regardless of the 

passive/active manipulation. Thus associative/semantic priming will always produce 

facilitation. For high similarity primes (i.e. high ρ), corresponding to repetition or 

orthographic/phonemic priming, the target-primed conditions is above the neither-primed 

condition with passive priming and below with active priming (i.e. priming can be positive 
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or negative). Thus orthographic/phonemic and repetition priming can lead to results in 

either direction (or a lack of priming) depending upon the exact procedures used.  

 

"Subliminal Priming" 

Partly in order to minimize the use of explicit strategies in short-term priming (such as 

‘guessing’ an answer related to a prime), many priming studies use short duration, 

masked, sub-threshold primes (e.g. Marcel, 1983; Evett & Humphreys, 1981; Lukatela & 

Turvery, 1994; Perea & Gotor, 1997).  In these experiments, participants are not able to 

identify the prime on most trials, and may not even be able to determine at an above 

chance level whether a prime was presented. Extending ROUSE to such ‘subliminal’ 

paradigms is fairly straightforward. If the system cannot identify the presence of a prime 

then it is unlikely that any discounting of ON features will occur (and it would certainly be 

difficult to know which features to discount). Without discounting, any extra evidence 

from the prime, even if quite weak, is certain to tip the scales in favor of prime related 

words. This does not imply perceptual facilitation occurs with subliminal priming, but 

rather that preference can play a role with subliminal priming (indeed it might even play a 

stronger role since discounting cannot take place). Furthermore, although preferential 

variability (the factor producing the both-primed deficit) might still occur, the amount of 

such variability would be very small since at most a very small number of features could be 

activated by the prime. Thus ROUSE applied to the subliminal priming paradigm would 

almost certainly predict a ‘beneficial’ result from priming (i.e. a positive preferential shift). 

Since discounting has been eliminated, this benefit should hold for all types of related 

primes (i.e. high and low similarity). 
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It has also been puzzling to the present authors that the magnitude of the beneficial 

effect of subliminal priming is roughly similar to the magnitude of the beneficial effect of 

above threshold priming. ROUSE provides a possible account of such results. For long 

duration explicit primes, there is much activation from the primes, but the decision process 

substantially discounts the evidence from this activation, reducing the size of the beneficial 

effect (i.e. the size of the positive preferential shift). For short duration subliminal primes, 

there is little activation from the primes, but there is no discounting, so the net effect might 

be similar. 

Relevant research in evaluative judgments lends some support to ROUSE’s 

interpretation of subliminal priming. Murphy & Zajonc (1993) used near-threshold and 

above threshold prime pictures with positive or negative affect; such primes were followed 

by ‘Chinese’ letters that had to be evaluated on a positive-negative dimension. Near 

threshold primes led to congruent evaluation, but above threshold primes led to 

incongruent evaluation. The authors interpret the results in terms of two different 

neurological-emotional routes. An interpretation with ROUSE is more parsimonious, 

holding that the change in the direction of priming is a function of prime availability: With 

above threshold primes, participants can use knowledge of prime features to discount 

interfering prime activation resulting in a preference reversal; with near-threshold primes, 

the prime features are often unknown and no discounting takes place resulting in a 

preference for targets of similar affect. This same pattern of results has been found with 

orthographic/phonemic priming as measured with naming (O’Seaghdha & Marin, in 

press). Using high frequency beginning-related prime-target pairs (e.g. prime: STORAGE; 

target: STORY), 400ms prime exposures resulted in increased latencies whereas brief 
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(57ms) forward masked primes resulted in decreased latencies. The authors interpret the 

results in terms of facilitation due to shared orthographic/phonemic features for near-

threshold primes and phonological competition for above threshold primes. Again, 

ROUSE might provide a more parsimonious account. 

 

Short-term Priming Theories and Preferential Effects 

For many years, spreading activation theories (Collins & Loftus, 1975; Anderson, 

1983) and compound-cue theories (Ratcliff & McKoon, 1988; Dosher & Rosedale, 1989) 

have been the predominant theoretical accounts of short-term priming in lexical decision. 

These unidimensional theories map a measure such as summed strength or activation to 

reaction time; they have not been applied to 2-AFC data. In order to predict the positive 

preference in our passive priming 2-AFC data, the mechanisms that apply to target 

processing could be applied to foil processing.  

In spreading activation theory, a primed foil could also receive pre-activation and the 

choice made according to which choice word acquired the greater activation. If only one 

choice were pre-activated, this choice word would tend to be chosen. If both choices were 

pre-activated, the result would depend on details of the theory; some sort of stochastic 

activation would be necessary to produce preferential variability (and a corresponding 

both-primed deficit). The primary difficulty in accounting for our results with spreading 

activation is the lack of a decision mechanism for reversing preference with active prime 

processing. In addition, we have evidence (Experiments 2 and 6), that the extent of 

representational overlap between prime and target plays a crucial role in determining the 
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magnitude and even direction of preference. It is not clear how a unidimensional construct 

like strength of activation could handle such effects. 

Compound-cue theory shares these difficulties. The theory posits that the prime plus 

target are used to probe memory. This could be extended to two-prime studies by using 

both primes plus the target flash to probe memory. It is not clear how to use the theory to 

deal with 2-AFC testing. One method seemingly in keeping with the spirit of the model, 

could use the compound cues to prompt a recall process. The recalled word could then be 

matched to both choice words. If the primes themselves can be recalled, a preference for a 

primed word would naturally result. Nonetheless this theory has no decision mechanism 

capable of producing a preference reversal with active priming, and it is also hard to see 

how the theory could predict the different preference results for varying degrees of 

prime/target similarity. 

A distributed model of short-term priming developed by Masson (1995; 1991), has 

been extended to the same/different testing procedure (i.e. is the response word the same 

or different from the target flash). This model assumes a Hopfield (1982) network of word 

recognition; every word has a multidimensional energy well learned through Hebbian 

connections. The effect of a prime is to place the network closer to the location of the 

target word. Once the target is presented, the system has less distance to travel to settle 

into the target word attractor. In this manner facilitation is predicted in reaction time data. 

Masson and Borowsky (1998) extended the model to same/different data by assuming the 

pattern of activation just prior to the presentation of the response word is stored and then 

compared to the pattern of activation elicited by the response word. It would be easy to 
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apply this model to 2-AFC data by comparing the stored pattern to each choice word and 

choosing the word with the best match.  

Similar to ROUSE, Masson’s theory assumes a lack of knowledge for the source of 

activation. Thus the stored pattern will reflect the prime as well as target activation and 

this would produce a preference for prime related words. Unlike spreading activation and 

compound-cue theory, this distributed account contains the distributed representation 

necessary to produce preferential differences with the extent of prime/target overlap. 

However, in order to produce preference removal or reversal, Masson’s theory would 

require a decisional mechanism similar to that found in ROUSE. If such a mechanism were 

implemented the resultant theory would be some combination of the two theories: the 

decisional aspects of ROUSE and the dynamics and learning associated with Masson’s 

model. However, the proper Bayesian calculation for discounting in Masson’s model 

would be very complex; ROUSE was formulated with its ON/OFF activation rule in order 

to simply the situation. 

 

Short-term Priming Theories and Perceptual Effects 

We have noted that ROUSE cannot predict the (small) both-primed benefit with 

associative passive priming. We take this result to imply that the prime interacts with and 

improves target perception. Although current theories do not seem to have mechanisms 

capable of explaining our preference findings, they tend to include mechanisms producing 

prime-target interactions, raising the possibility that they could be adapted to provide a 

mechanism for explaining the benefits of associative priming on target perception. 
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Most accounts of spreading activation theory are not sufficiently specified to 

determine whether prime induced target activation is purely additive or interactive. In 

contrast, compound-cue theory is necessarily interactive; the match between target and 

each memory trace multiplies the match between prime and each memory trace. If the 

weighted match values are greater than one, compound-cue theory predicts facilitation 

above and beyond an additive effect of the prime.  

Masson and Borowsky (1998) performed an experiment similar to our Experiment 4 

and found, as we did, a both-primed benefit with associative priming (they used a 

same/different judgment and calculated the A’ measure of sensitivity). Masson’s 

distributed model of short-term priming (Masson 1991; 1995) predicted this benefit; the 

authors define perception in such a way that the gain is not, in their terms, perceptual. In 

their theory the lower level features that are fed into the net before settling occurs are not 

affected by the prime. However, we define a perceptual benefit as an interaction between 

prime and target such that more or less evidence is obtained from the target presentation. 

In Masson’s attractor model it is true that the input is not affected by priming, however 

the orthographic/phonemic/semantic feature activations interact with target presentation. 

We would term such an interaction perceptual. 

 Regardless of the terminology, Masson’s distributed model predicts an advantage 

with priming above and beyond the additive effect of the prime; the prime moves the 

system to a position near the target, but this advantage does more than provide a fixed 

advantage to all similarly related words. Once the target is presented, the model settles 

into the target’s attractor more quickly (i.e. more is gained from the target flash). One 

possible extension of ROUSE capable of predicting a both-primed benefit would be to 
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take a dynamic approach to prime/target processing such as in Masson’s distributed 

model. This would have the advantage of making explicit predictions about priming as a 

function of the temporal sequence of events. Nevertheless, as mentioned previously, the 

proper discounting equations become overly complicated if more sophisticated dynamics 

are introduced. 

Whether in Masson’s framework or otherwise, it is important to ask why the 

perceptual benefit should be specific to associative priming. Alternatively, if a perceptual 

benefit exists for repetition priming but is outweighed by preferential variability, then it is 

important to ask why the perceptual benefit should be proportionately larger for 

associative priming. To explore this question we performed simulations of ROUSE with a 

simple modification. The target flash activation parameter, β, was multiplied by some ratio 

greater than one for all features shared by prime and target, in all conditions in which the 

target was primed. With this addition, and with new estimates of parameter values, 

ROUSE comes close to predicting the same patterns of results that were predicted by the 

original version. Unfortunately, the new version is not able to predict simultaneously the 

both-primed deficit with orthographic priming and the both-primed benefit with 

associative priming (both of these results were found with the passive group in Experiment 

6). If this version of ROUSE is required to predict a both-primed deficit for one level of 

prime similarity, then it necessarily predicts a both-primed deficit for all levels of prime 

similarity. On a feature-by-feature basis it amounts to which force is stronger: preferential 

interference or perceptual gain. If a both-primed deficit is observed, then preferential 

interference is stronger and ROUSE predicts this will be true for all types of priming (i.e. 

all values of ρ). One could assume that the perceptual multiplier is higher for associative 
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features, but this assumption does little more than repeat the data, and does not provide a 

very satisfying answer to the question. 

A more informative explanation involves a dissociation between word level and feature 

level effects. Suppose perceptual enhancement arises largely because of pre-activation at 

the word level (perhaps due to top-down support), and not because of activation of lower 

level features. In fact the lower level activations harm performance due to preferential 

variability. For repetition priming there is a perceptual gain due to word level effects but 

this is strongly outweighed by the harm caused by variable activation of all of the 

orthographic and other low level features. For orthographic priming there is no perceptual 

gain but the amount of harm is somewhat lower than in the repetition priming case 

because there is less orthographic feature overlap. The net effect could make the amount 

of both-primed deficit similar in these two cases. For associative priming, there is no harm 

caused by variability of orthographic/phonemic feature activation, and there might be 

enough word level activation to produce the perceptual gains that are seen (i.e. the both-

primed benefit). These and related issues would have to be investigated in future research. 

 

Repetition Blindness 

The large both-primed deficits with repetition priming are similar in some respects to 

the phenomenon of repetition blindness (Kanwisher, 1987). In the repetition blindness 

paradigm, participants view a Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) of words and 

attempt to determine which of the words was repeated. Repetition blindness is the failure 

to detect the repeat of a word for some period of time following its first presentation. 

Essentially, participants are retrospectively asking the following question about each word 
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contained within the RSVP stream: Did this word appear once or twice? This is nominally 

the same question that applies to our both-primed condition with repetition priming. Most 

likely our participants realize that both words appeared as primes; the question is which of 

the two words was repeated as the target. For the repetition blindness paradigm it is an n-

choice between n words that have all been “primed” (i.e. seen at least once recently) and 

in our experiments it is a two alternative forced choice between two words that have been 

primed. With the number of primed alternatives greater than two, the repetition blindness 

paradigm can be seen as maximizing the deficits due to preferential variability.  

The ROUSE theory and our present results may shed some light on the competing 

explanations of repetition blindness (e.g. Whittlesea, Dorken, & Podrouzek, 1995; 

Downing & Kanwisher, 1995), since the ROUSE theory adopts aspects of both of the 

predominant accounts. In Kanwisher’s type/token model (1987), repeated words access 

the same type but there is a failure to individuate repetitions as separate tokens. In terms 

of tokens there is a perceptual deficit for the second occurrence. ROUSE employs a 

similar idea as applied at the feature level; similar to tokens there is a failure to individuate 

the sources of activation for a given feature. The same feature might be activated by both 

prime and target (i.e. the first and second repetition), but the second activation has no 

additional effect since activation has a non-linear upper bound. Nevertheless, some other 

system (corresponding to types) is aware of the identity of the prime and can comprehend 

the first presentation. The repetition blindness account of Whittlesea, Dorken, and 

Proudzek (1995) appeals to retrieval interference; both repetitions are contained within 

memory, but there is a failure to retrieve distinctive information about each. Similarly, in 

the ROUSE model, the target activates some features while others are activated by the 
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prime and the decisional mechanism cannot differentiate between these features. This lack 

of differentiation results in interference, reducing performance. In the future, applying the 

ROUSE model to repetition blindness data might provide some insight into these and 

other alternative accounts. 

 

Long-term Repetition Priming 

In long-term repetition priming a preference for repeated words has been observed 

with similar but not dissimilar choice words (Ratcliff & McKoon, 1997). Contrary to this 

result, Bowers (1999) finds a preference for repeated words regardless of the similarity 

between choice words. Our Experiment 3 finds each of these patterns, one for active 

priming, and the other for passive priming. If extended to the long-term priming domain, 

the decisional mechanism contained within ROUSE could provide an explanation for the 

conflicting results. One could argue that for some reason (perhaps the nature of the 

instructions) participants in Ratcliff and McKoon’s studies properly estimate the effect of 

previously studied words (similar to our active priming participants) whereas the 

participants in Bowers’ studies underestimate the effect of previously studied words 

(similar to our passive priming participants). In an unpublished manuscript, Ratcliff and 

McKoon (1999) report an experiment testing the effect of instructions on long-term 

repetition priming. Participants told to passively read a study list displayed a preference for 

repetitions regardless of choice word similarity whereas participants told to actively study 

the list of words for a later memory test displayed a preference for repetitions only when 

the choice words were orthographically similar. Ratcliff and McKoon interpret this 

difference in terms of a strategy to choose repeated words given the passive study 
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instructions versus the normal workings of the word recognition system with the active 

study instructions. Experiment 3 of this thesis provides a short-term version of this 

instructional difference, and also demonstrates results that shift; perhaps the ROUSE 

account for the results of Experiment 3 could provide some insight into the differing 

results found in the long-term priming situation. 

The effect of prime presentation in ROUSE is activational and presumably decays with 

delays between prime presentation and perceptual identification (see Experiment 7). As 

such, the model does not apply to long-term priming. To produce long-term priming, an 

additional mechanism is needed to reinstate activation for previously seen features. The 

mechanism employed by Schooler, Shiffrin, and Raaijmakers (1997) is context matching. 

The lexical/semantic code for a word is updated with current context features when it is 

first studied. At test, the choice words have current context features added to their 

representation, thereby improving the overall match for previously studied words. If the 

Schooler et. al. theory could be modified to include differential discounting of evidence 

from context features, depending on the instructions, it might be possible to explain the 

conflicting results of Ratcliff and McKoon versus Bowers.  

 

Is the ROUSE Theory Too Powerful? 

We intentionally chose the simplest possible version of the ROUSE theory, and did not 

try to augment it with more sophisticated mechanisms and additional processes that would 

probably make the model more cognitively plausible. The theory can therefore be thought 

of as a demonstration proof of the power of the core assumptions to predict the findings, 

and as a stand-in for a class of more complicated models that would incorporate the same 
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processes. Nonetheless, the success of the ROUSE model, particularly in accounting for 

data that at first glance appears incomprehensible (and that the authors initially believed 

disproved the theory), might lead one to question whether the model is too powerful (i.e. 

too complex). This issue has recently (Myung, Foster, & Browne, 2000) been addressed in 

the ongoing pursuit of an error measure reflecting model complexity as well as 

quantitative error. In assessing model complexity, one factor is the number of free 

parameters (ROUSE is fine on this dimension because it was implemented with few free 

parameters). A second and critical factor is the proportion of data space that can be 

predicted by the free range of the parameters. In other words, is the model capable of 

predicting anything or is it limited to a specific subset of predictions. If a small number of 

free parameters is nevertheless capable of predicting almost any data pattern, then the 

model is too complex and therefore untestable. Such complexity measures are still in their 

infancy and so we have chosen to address this issue in other ways. 

In this thesis we have done our best to explain exactly why ROUSE makes the specific 

predictions that it does. The curious changes in preference as a function of prime and 

choice word similarity are the natural result of the model under an appropriately sized 

vector of features and with minimal visual noise. The predictions of the model, although 

matching the results, were in fact in many instances unanticipated by the authors. 

Nevertheless the skeptical reader might still worry about model complexity. We address a 

small part of this concern in the following manner. The parameter estimates reported in 

Table 3 are the best fitting parameters, tailored as appropriate to each study on the basis 

of different subjects, different stimuli, and different procedures. However we found that it 

was possible to use a set of default parameter values7 for all experiments and still capture 
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the correct qualitative pattern of results. This observation suggests that the ROUSE model 

fits the data for reasons inherent in the basic structure of its assumptions. 

 

Extensions of ROUSE to Other Short-term Priming Tasks 

 Although ROUSE was developed to deal with performance accuracy in perceptual 

identification tasks with forced choice testing, it is not hard to envision how its principles 

could be incorporated in models of other short-term priming tasks. Such extensions are 

left for future research, but a few brief comments are appropriate in the present setting. 

Perceptual identification tasks also use same/different testing, and naming. For 

same/different testing, the pattern of feature activations for the single test item can be used 

to provide evidence, with evidence discounting proceeding on the basis of feature overlap 

with the primes much as it is done in the forced-choice setting. For naming all items in the 

lexicon are potential responses, the evidence for each response being assessed in parallel, 

the evidence again being modified according to feature overlap with the primes. In order 

that the system not always emit a response, some minimal level of evidence would be 

required. A similar approach could be used for other identification tasks such as stem 

completion, as long as accuracy was the measure of interest. 

 A number of tasks, most notably lexical decision and naming, involve high levels of 

accuracy, and response time is the measure of interest. The present approach could be 

used in such situations if feature activations evolve over time. The evidence evaluation 

that forms the basis of the ROUSE theory could be carried out continuously. As features 

activate, a decision would be made at the point in time when sufficient evidence was 

accumulated to guarantee a high enough level of accuracy. 
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Conclusions 

Through the use of four priming conditions and 2-AFC testing in a perceptual 

identification task, preferential and perceptual priming effects were distinguished. We 

verified the existence of perceptual enhancement in the case of associative primes viewed 

passively, but the effect is quite small and difficult to obtain reliably. On the other hand, 

preferential effects are large and ubiquitous; the size of such effects increases in magnitude 

across associative, orthographic, and repetition priming. Preferential effects include at 

least two components: an increase in variability due to priming that reduces performance, 

and activation of features due to priming that can produce preferences for or against a 

choice word related to a prime. When primes were processed passively, the preference 

was always in favor of prime related words. When primes were processed actively, for a 

considerable period of time, the preference was much smaller and even reversed for 

orthographic and repetition priming. These patterns suggest the facilitation typically 

reported in the literature for short-term priming after passive prime viewing is largely due 

to a preferential effect rather than a perceptual one. Because our results show that 

preference can exist in either direction depending upon the manner in which primes are 

viewed, short-term priming results would be difficult to assess without the use of our 

control conditions. Without control of preference, subtle differences between paradigms 

could lead to differences in the magnitude and even direction of priming. 

We interpret our results in terms of a theory ‘Responding Optimally with Unknown 

Sources of Evidence’ (ROUSE). This theory does not yet attempt to incorporate 

mechanisms for perceptual enhancement due to primes, and therefore cannot and does not 
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explain the (small) both-primed benefits we found in several studies. In future research 

such mechanisms will be appended to the theory. It is used instead in this thesis to explain 

the (large) preference effects found in all the studies. The theory supposes features of the 

choice words are activated by the primes, by the target, and by visual noise, but the 

participant is unsure which source(s) activated a given feature. Given this to be the case, 

the participant discounts the evidence provided by activated features that could have 

arisen from primes. Depending on the level of discounting, a level that is assumed to vary 

with active and passive priming, this simple theory explains a wide range of preferential 

effects and interactions, both positive and negative. 
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Footnotes 

 

1. To a first approximation, one can alternatively characterize the activation of choice 

features in terms of matching a perceived vector of features to the choice vectors: 

ON features in a choice would be mapped to features that MATCH the perceived 

vector, and OFF features in a choice would be mapped to features that 

MISMATCH the perceived vector. 

2. If our model were more thoroughly developed, we would lay out more precisely 

the factors that ought to affect the values of these three parameters. For example, 

β might vary with aspects of target presentation and duration, γ might vary with 

mask and presentation characteristics, and α might vary with time between prime 

and target flash. Such details are not needed at the present stage of development of 

the ROUSE model. 

3. The concept of discounting may seem clear enough that the reader sees no need 

for additional explanation. However, the model's predictions for some of the 

subsequent studies are far from intuitively clear, and the next two sections will help 

the reader to follow the subsequent developments. 

4. In actuality the re-pairing was more complicated than switching the primes 

between two sets of intact pairs. With a simple switching, subjects could 

potentially use their memory of previous rearranged trials to discern the answer on 

later rearranged trials. Instead, a one-offset rearrangement was used (e.g. B’àA, 

C’àB, A’àC). 

5. Subtle differences in instructions can produce alternatives to the Ratcliff and 

McKoon (1997) pattern of results: Bowers (1999) found strong preferences for 

prime related choices even when the choices were dissimilar, and also found 

evidence for enhanced perception due to priming. 

6. The mathematically sophisticated reader should find it easy to verify higher 

performance predictions for target-primed than foil-primed, for the parameters 

associated with Figure 8, for an extreme case of high choice word similarity such 
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that only one feature is relevant. It follows that as choice word similarity increases 

up to this extreme case, there must be a crossover point at which the direction of 

preference changes. Determining this crossover point requires simulation. 

7. These default parameters were the same as those listed with and used in the 

creation of Figures 6, 8, and 9. The only parameter that cannot be given a default 

value is prime similarity, ρ. Sensibly, this parameter is highly dependent upon the 

type of primes used. 
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Table 1   
Experiment 1: Examples and Results 

Type of priming and 
Priming condition 

Primes Target Choice 
words 

Passive 
p(c) 

Active 
p(c) 

 neither CHEF + ACRE .692 .760 

Associative    

 both SOCK + TOAD .671 .793 

 target SOCK + ACRE .733 .790 

 foil CHEF + TOAD .670 .776 

Repetition    

 both SHOE + FROG .626 .647 

 target SHOE + ACRE .770 .716 

 foil CHEF + FROG .567 .781 

Repetition (alt. assoc.)    

 target SHOE + TOAD .712 .686 

 foil SOCK + FROG 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHOE 

 

 

 

 

 

SHOE 

or 

FROG 

.594 .720 
 
Note.  p(c) = forced-choice performance; alt. assoc. = the alternative choice word was 
associatively primed. 
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Table 2  
ROUSE Log-Odds Summary Statistics 

Priming Condition  
α’ neither-primed both-primed target-primed foil-primed 

0 

 M 
 Mdn 
 SD 

 
1.26 
1.29 
1.67 

 

1.14 
1.29 
2.81 

 

3.69 
3.87 
2.27 

 

-1.27 
-1.29 
2.36 

.05 

 M 
 Mdn
 SD 

 

1.26 
1.29 
1.67 

 

0.50 
0.57 
1.24 

 

1.33 
1.13 
1.24 

 

0.43 
0.16 
1.66 

.3 

 M 
 Mdn
 SD 

 

1.26 
1.29 
1.67 

 

0.14 
0.16 
0.34 

 

-0.02 
0.31 
0.86 

 

1.41 
1.13 
1.47 

 
Note. Statistics are for Figure 6 Distributions. 
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Table 3   
Best fitting ROUSE parameters 

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3 Experiment 4 Probability 
parameter Passive Active Passive Active Passive Active Passive Active 

α  (prime actual) .073 .085 .105 .110 .112 .090 .379 .167 

α’  (prime estimate) .054 .152 .075 .152 .097 .125 .290 .999a 

β  (target flash) .034 .054 .053 / .077b .055 / .056b .046 / .074b .062 / .083b .048 / .037b .062 / .056b 

ρ  (associative) .296 --- .078 / 0.0024c 

ρ  (orthographic) --- . 700 .854 / .027c 

Σχ2 (error) 11.05 96.59 12.30 

  
Note. Dashes indicate inapplicable parameters 
a Simulations revealed that setting the estimate of alpha, α’, to values approaching the actual α level while holding the other 
parameters constant produced little change in the fit to the observed data. Nevertheless, the parameter estimation routine was able to 
find miniscule improvements in the fit by increasing α’ to its maximum value. 
b Experiments containing separate pools of target words for different conditions were allowed separate target encoding parameters, ßs, 
for each pool of target words. In Experiment 2, βs refer to the orthographic and repetition priming conditions (on the left and right of 
the forward slash, correspondingly). In Experiment 3, the βs refer to the dissimilar and similar choice word conditions. In Experiment 
4, the βs refer to the associative and orthographic priming conditions. 
c In Experiment 4, the neither-primed and both-primed conditions necessarily introduced some degree of similarity between the choice 
words. Therefore in Experiment 4, the similarity parameter, ρ, to the left of the forward slash, refers to prime similarity, and the 
second ρ after the forward slash is choice-word similarity. 
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Table 4   
Experiment 2: Examples and Results 

Priming 
condition Primes Target 

Choice 
words 

Passive 
p(c) 

Pctive 
p(c) 

Type of priming 
Passive: orthographic and orthographic and phonemic; case switch 

Active: orthographic (examples shown) 

neither DATA + FLAG .757 .801 

both AIRY + HALO .740 .716 

target AIRY + FLAG .845 .762 

foil DATA + HALO 

 

 
AWRY 

 
AWRY 

or 
HALT 

 .628 .763 

Type of priming 
Passive: orthographic and orthographic and phonemic; same case 

Active: orthographic and phonemic (examples shown) 

neither PIER + COLT .750 .798 

both HAIL + DUAL .765 .673 

target HAIL + COLT .824 .750 

foil PIER + DUAL 

 

 
HALE 

 
HALE 

or 
DUEL 

.668 .743 

Type of priming: orthographic and morphologic 

neither LIFT + DIVE .791 .807 

both BEND + KNEW .731 .717 

target BEND + DIVE .867 .766 

foil LIFT + KNEW 

 
 

BENT 

 
BENT 

or 
KNOW 

.648 .766 

Type of priming: repetition 

neither BELL + KNEE .833 .780 

both GRIP + JURY .699 .655 

target GRIP + KNEE .860 .722 

foil BELL + JURY 

 

 
GRIP 

 
GRIP 

or 
JURY 

.782 .765 
 
Note. p(c) = forced-choice performance 
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Table 5.   
Experiment 3: Examples and Results 

choice word 
similarity 

priming 
condition 

primes target 2-AFC passive 
p(c) 

active 
p(c) 

neither DATA + FLAG .724 .740 

both AWRY + AIRY .609 .613 

target AWRY + FLAG .709 .735 

passive 
orthographic 

active  
orth/phon 

case switch foil DATA + AIRY 

 

 
AWRY 

 
AWRY 

or 
AIRY 

 .558 .625 

neither PIER + COLT .694 .740 

both HALE + HAIL .564 .607 

target HALE + COLT .692 .701 

passive 
+phonemic 

active  
orth/phon 
same case foil PIER + HAIL 

 

 
HALE 

 
HALE 

or 
HAIL 

.529 .537 

neither LIFT + DIVE .665 .723 

both BENT + BEND  .633 .606 

target BENT + DIVE .750 .726 
orthographic 
+semantic 

foil LIFT + BEND 

 
 

BENT 

 
BENT 

or 
BEND 

.724 .542 

neither BELL + KNEE .609 .793 

both GRIP + JURY .709 .719 

target GRIP + KNEE .558 .766 
neutral 

foil BELL + JURY 

 

 
GRIP 

 
GRIP 

or 
JURY 

.694 .768 
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Table 6.   
Experiment 5: Examples and Results 

priming 
condition 

choice word 
similarity 

prime for 
neither 

prime for 
primed target 2-AFC 

neither 
p(c) 

primed 
p(c) 

dissimilar MILK THEME SONG or IDEA .741 .756 

semantic SONG or TUNE .758 .772 

 

both 

orth+sem 
FLOAT HUM 

SONG or SING .718 .743 

dissimilar MILK THEME --- .795 

dissimilar 
SONG or HOUR 

.735 .803 

 

target 

 orthographic 

 

 

SONG 

SONG or LONG .779 .845 

dissimilar HOUR HOUR or SONG .733 .696 
foil 

orthographic 

 

FLOAT 

 

HUM 

LONG LONG or SONG .698 .619 
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Table 7.   
Experiment 6: Examples and Results 

type of 
priming 

priming 
condition 

prime target 2-AFC passive 
p(c) 

active 
p(c) 

neither WOUND .749 .797 

both LODGE 

 
CABIN or HOTEL 

 .756 .802 

target LODGE .797 .829 

 
 

forward 
associative 

foil SHELL 

 

 
CABIN 

 
CABIN or BEACH 

.705 .781 

neither BOARD .735 .811 

both BIBLE 

 
PSALM or VERSE 

.755 .810 

target BIBLE .794 .798 

 
 

backward 
associative 

foil FIGHT 

 

 
PSALM  

PSALM or BRAWL 
.692 .771 

neither WHOLE .730 .824 

both SMILE 

 
HAPPY or FROWN 

.787 .802 

target SMILE .831 .836 

 
 

symmetric 
associative 

foil BELOW 

 
 

HAPPY  
HAPPY or ABOVE 

.691 .771 

neither HEDGE .717 .757 

both MUSTY 

 
DUSTY or MISTY 

.591 .700 

target MUSTY .739 .710 

 

 
orthographic 

foil SHAKE 

 

 
DUSTY  

DUSTY or SHAPE 
.618 .779 
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Table 8.   
Experiment 7a-d: Examples and Results 

type of 
compound 

presentation  priming 
condition 

prime target 2-AFC 7a   
p(c) 

7b   
p(c) 

7c   
p(c) 

7d   
p(c) 

neither COVERAGE .732 .676 .815 .763 
intact 

both PEASANTS 

 
ANTS or PEAS 

.640 .630 .765 .717 

neither COVEANTS .716 .650 --- .766 

 
 

orthographic 
(nominal) 

re-paired 
both PEASRAGE 

 

 
PEAS  

RAGE or PEAS 
.704 .637 --- .734 

neither MISSPOKE .744 .689 .783 .717 
intact 

both PLEASING 

 
PLEA or SING 

.655 .676 .786 .783 

neither PLEAPOKE .701 .667 --- .714 

 
 

+phonemic 
(nominal) 

re-paired 
both MISSSING 

 

 
SING  

MISS or SING 
.643 .662 --- .753 

neither BEEFCAKE .777 .706 .815 .773 
intact 

both NOSEDIVE 

 
NOSE or DIVE 

.747 .740 .845 .796 

neither BEEFDIVE .726 .701 --- .783 

 
 

opaque 
(regular) 

re-paired 
both NOSECAKE 

 
 

NOSE  
NOSE or CAKE 

.741 .674 --- .750 

neither TAXICABS .753 .674 .842 .793 
intact 

both SAILBOAT 

 
BOAT or SAIL 

.735 .701 .830 .770 

neither SAILCABS .744 .694 --- .763 

 
 

transparent 
(regular) 

re-paired 
both TAXIBOAT 

 

 
BOAT  

BOAT or TAXI 
.701 .679 --- .724 
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Table 9.   
Experiment 7e: Examples and Results 

type of 
compound 

presentation  priming 
condition 

prime target 2-AFC 7e   
p(c) 

neither COVERAGE .685 
intact 

both PEASANTS 

 
ANTS or PEAS 

.657 

neither COVEANTS .665 

 
 

nominal 
(replication) 

re-paired 
both PEASRAGE 

 

 
PEAS  

RAGE or PEAS 
.659 

neither coverage .731 
intact 

both peasants 

 
ANTS or PEAS 

.734 

neither coveants .750 

 
nominal 
(visual 

separation) 
re-paired 

both peasrage 

 

 
PEAS 

 
RAGE or PEAS 

.699 

neither BEEFCAKE .751 
intact 

both NOSEDIVE 

 
NOSE or DIVE 

.693 

neither BEEFDIVE .693 

 
 

regular 
(replication 

re-paired 
both NOSECAKE 

 
 

NOSE  
NOSE or CAKE 

.710 

neither beefcake .746 
intact 

both nosedive 

 
NOSE or DIVE 

.763 

neither beefdive .753 

 
regular 
(visual 

separation) 
re-paired 

both nosecake 

 
 

NOSE 
 

NOSE or CAKE 
.766 
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Figure Captions 

 

Figure 1.  The sequence of displays for trials in most experiments. The display contained 

within the dashed box only appears in the active priming condition. Prior to this sequence, 

a fixation point followed by a blank screen are each displayed for 500ms. Presentations are 

synched to the vertical refresh of a PC monitor running at 120Hz. An initial block of trials 

progressively determines an appropriate target flash duration such that participants are 

75% correct. 

 

Figure 2.  The theory, Responding Optimally with Unknown Sources of Evidence 

(ROUSE) assumes three sources independently activate target and foil features. The 

values, β (target flash), γ (noise), and α (primes), are the probabilities that each source has 

activated a feature and that the feature remains active until the decision process is 

initiated. Noise is assumed to arise from the mistaken perception of letters due to the 

pattern mask. Similarity between prime and choice word (depending upon the condition) is 

assumed to be zero for unrelated primes, the parameter ρ for related primes, and one for 

identical primes (i.e. repetition priming). In the simulations, lexical entries are represented 

by 20 features. These features might contain orthographic, phonemic, or semantic 

information.  

 

Figure 3.  The accuracy results and predictions for Experiment 1. Error bars are two 

standard errors of the mean. Passive versus active priming is a between subjects 

manipulation. For comparison to the three types of priming, the single neither-primed 

condition is displayed three times. 

 

Figure 4.  The feature likelihood ratios that might appear in the numerator or denominator 

product terms of Equation 2. This is a 2 X 2 contingency depending on whether a feature 

is active or inactive and in the primes or not in the primes. It is assumed that the primes 

(and their features) are known. The numerator of each ratio is conditional on the feature 
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existing within the target (and not the foil) and the denominator is conditional on the 

feature existing within the foil (and not the target). Features that appear in both the target 

and foil provide no discriminating information and are not considered in the decision 

process. 

 

Figure 5.  Venn diagrams comparing target and foil evidence without discounting and with 

optimal discounting. The target, noise, and prime(s) regions include features that are 

active as a result of the labeled source. As seen in Figure 4, only three levels of evidence 

exist for each feature. OFF features (colored black) provide evidence against the target 

(ratio less than one) while ON features that are not contained in the prime(s) (colored 

white) provide strong evidence in favor of the target (ratio greater than one). Discounted 

features (colored grey) are active features that appeared in the prime(s) and therefore 

provide weaker evidence in favor of the target. The activation probabilities are low in the 

simulations, hence the small areas of overlap between target, prime(s), and noise. 

Additionally the black, OFF feature regions, are in reality much larger. These diagrams 

show a situation of similarity priming (e.g. associative priming: o<ρ<1); the proportion of 

target and noise activated features that appear with a discounted level of evidence (i.e. the 

grey circles within the white regions) corresponds to the similarity probability, ρ. 

 

Figure 6. The distribution of simulated log-odds (log of Equation 1) in the four priming 

conditions with repetition priming (ρ = 1) for three different levels of discounting (α = .1; 

α’ = 0, α’ = .05, and α’ = .3). The neither-primed condition is only shown once since it is 

unaffected by discounting. The other parameters are: N = 20, γ = .02, β = .05. 

 

Figure 7.  The accuracy results and predictions for Experiment 2. Error bars are two 

standard errors of the mean. Passive versus active priming is a between subjects 

manipulation. 

 

Figure 8.  Simulated results as a function of prime similarity (ρ). There is a crossover from 

a positive preferential shift to a negative preferential shift for the active condition as prime 
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similarity increases. For the passive condition the preferential shift is always positive. The 

neither-primed and both-primed conditions are unaffected by discounting and identical in 

the two panels. Probability correct is averaged across 20,000 simulations for each value of 

ρ. The default parameters used in the simulations were: N = 20, γ = .02, β = .05, α = .1, 

α’ (passive) = .05, α’ (active) = .3.  

 

Figure 9. The distribution of simulated log-odds (log of Equation 1) for the target-primed 

and foil-primed conditions for three different levels of prime similarity (ρ) with active 

priming (α = .1; α’ = .3). The other parameters are: N = 20, γ = .02, β = .05. 

 

Figure 10. The accuracy results and predictions for Experiment 3. Error bars are two 

standard errors of the mean. Passive versus active priming is a between subjects 

manipulation. 

 

Figure 11. The neither-primed and both-primed accuracy results for Experiment 4. Error 

bars are two standard errors of the mean. 

 

Figure 12. The neither-primed and pattern-mask accuracy results for Experiment 4. Error 

bars are two standard errors of the mean. 

 

Figure 13. The accuracy results and predictions for Experiment 6. Error bars are two 

standard errors of the mean. Passive versus active priming is a between subjects 

manipulation. 

 

Figure 14. The accuracy results for Experiment 7a. Error bars are two standard errors of 

the mean. 

 

Figure 15. The accuracy results for Experiment 7e. Error bars are two standard errors of 

the mean. 
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